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1 Introduction and background
High profile versus low profile? All I can say is this, for the last 17 years I have worked
in countries where most guys wouldn’t work, because they haven’t the ability. At no time
have I ever raised my weapon (if indeed I had one) in anger, nor have I ever been shot at. That
must say something. Working as a low profile operator is indeed a unique skill. Some try,
but don’t get it. They normally get compromised, killed or kidnapped, which has happened
on many occasions. (British contractor; extract of email to author, October 2012)

Over the last decade or so, the PMSC
industry1 has has grown exponentially
in both size and significance and has
generated interest from scholars, NGO’s,
charities, pressure groups, the media,
governments and the industry’s trade
bodies themselves. This has led to
initiatives ranging from attempts to regulate
the private security industry, through to
critique of PMSC’s presence in Iraq and
Afghanistan, for example. In the simplest
of terms, commentary on the industry from
this broad community of stakeholders can
be condensed into two positions; that
there exists ‘problems of the industry’ (to
be solved through regulation and related
initiatives), or that the industry itself ‘is a

problem’ (requiring that it be outlawed or
limited in some way, however unlikely that
might be).2
No matter what normative position is taken
towards an industry of growing centrality
to conflict and its aftermath, it’s clear that
PMSCs are of indisputable relevance to
the times in which we live. Given their
importance, and the extensive debate they
stimulate, it is striking to note the paucity
of closely focused, thick description of
the very people to which much discussion
alludes, yet rarely considers in anything
other than an impressionistic and anecdotal
sense.3 Rather, in the absence of rigorous
empirical research into the identity of these

(mainly) men, those supportive or otherwise
of the industry have tended to represent
contractors in two-dimensional terms. For
example, following critical commentary
typically associated with academics, NGO’s
and the media, contractors are frequently
labelled in a derogatory sense as modern
day, trigger happy mercenaries. At the
far end of the spectrum and in contrast,
lobbyists and others broadly sympathetic
to the industry often frame contractors
as professionals working in extremely
challenging conditions who are tainted by a
small number of bad companies employing
so-called cowboys.4 Meanwhile, running
alongside these polarised contractor
representations are ongoing initiatives to
reform the industry through self regulation,5
underlined most notably in the 2011 ICoC
that had been signed by 592 companies at
the time of writing.6
Set against this backdrop, the current
report contributes towards the growing
interest in contractor identity derived from
the actors themselves about whom much
is assumed, a good deal has been written,
yet little is known. It does so through the
eyes of former and currently employed
contractors, and as such moves beyond
the mercenary stereotype. Considered in
specific regard to questions of security and
professionalism – an agenda set largely
by the respondents themselves - this
report provides an in-depth snapshot of
contractor’s self-image as it is constituted
in relation to those of their directly
experienced and sometimes imagined
peers.

findings are intended as a rigorous empirical
resource of potential interest to those
who seek a dispassionate window onto
the social universe of the private security
contractor.
Given the complexities of the human
condition, it is important to note that in
foregrounding the views, perceptions
and attitudes of contractors asked to talk
about what security means to them in their
professional practice, findings are at certain
points inconsistent and contested. In this
way, narratives included below often speak
as much to the identity of the respondents
themselves, as they do to those ‘other’
contractors both imagined and known
personally to members of the sample.
Thus, the report is not presenting some
kind of definitive truth about who is most
competent for example, or what kinds of
approaches to security work are the best.
Rather, it provides an insight into the socialrelational dynamics shaping perception
of self and other, the likes of which have
a political importance for not only how
security contracting is seen from within, but
also in regard to how contractors may be
perceived by local communities who have
no choice but to host them on their streets,
and in their towns.
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The word industry is used here in its broadest sense to
capture the breadth of activities undertaking by security
companies working in a global context. However, how
far armed CP (a key focus of this report) can be labelled
‘an industry’ is a moot point; rather it is a specific role
constituting a tiny proportion of overall security activities.
Another voice here (albeit one that might be categorised
in its problem solving guise), is that of contractors
themselves in regard to what they perceive as particular
injustices of the industry, including one respondent
who bemoaned the ‘top heavy’ organization of some
companies.
For an exception, see Volke Franke, Attitudes, Values
and Professional Self-Conceptions of Private Security
Contractors in Iraq: An Exploratory Study (Bonn: Bonn
International Center for Conversion, 2010) for provisional
research into questions of contractor identity.
However, there are complexities here in regard to the
churning of contractors on the circuit such that a number
of contractors may have worked in companies with poor
reputations prior to moving to more professional outfits.
By no means is there a consensus around the extent
to which self-regulation is desirable. For example, after
reading the current report in its draft form, a British
contractor contacted the author via email to say that,
‘self governing security companies [were] ... an absolute
waste of time and resource. Those who [support] this most
probably work for a huge company who profit from self
governance’.
See icoc-psp.org/ accessed 5th February 2013.
Apposite in this respect is the recent visit of a television
camera crew, producer and presenter to a company
training armed CP and allied skills for so-called hostile
regions. On arrival at the training facility, it was clear that
the crew were seeking an evocative and sensational
‘bullets and guns’ frame for their popularist, prime time
show. The reality was somewhat less glamorous. Endless
camera shots of instructors and students working
diligently at laptops planning for both the routine and
the contingent aspects of CP operations hardly make for
compelling viewing. It remains to be seen whether or not
it is possible to produce a programme that can balance
the realities of armed CP work with audience expectation
around the stereotypical action world of the mercenary.  

Overall, this research shines a light on the
largely hidden social world of the private
security contractor that continues to feed
enduring, yet misplaced assumptions about
the kinds of individuals that work within
the industry, along with scant knowledge
of what it is they actually do.7 While the
qualitative material detailed below should
not be generalised to a diverse workforce
that has a global presence, is engaged in
a range of evolving roles and comprises
individuals from the global North, the global
South and beyond, nonetheless these
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2 Theoretical Frame:
Identity Work
Identity is a key concept
within the social sciences
and carries a wide range
of definitions. In order to
best explain contractor
identity, I use the concept
identity work which moves
beyond the notion that
identity is a ‘thing’ imposed
on others, to seeing it as a
dynamic process that one
does in an active sense.
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Blumer, H. (1969 [1998]) ‘The Methodological Position of
Symbolic Interactionism’, in J. M. Bonivin [ed.] Symbolic
Interactionism: Perspective and Method. Berkeley, CA:
University of California Press. Pp. 1-60.
Geertz, C. (1973) The Interpretation of Cultures. New York:
Perseus Books.
A combined total of 74 interviews were conducted using
these three methods.
It also includes the use of contractor memoir material.
For a discussion on the limitations of this form of data,
see Paul Higate (2012) ‘Cowboys and Professionals: The
Politics of Identity Work in the Private and Military Security
Industry’, Millennium: Journal of International Studies,
40(2): 321-341.
D. A. Snow and L. Anderson (1987) ‘Identity Work Among
the Homeless: The Verbal Construction and Avowal of
Personal Identities’, American Journal of Sociology, 92(6):
1336-1371; 1347.
This distancing can be seen as an informal – yet key
element of wider attempts to professionalise the industry.
Snow and Anderson, ‘Identity Work Among the Homeless’,
p. 1349.
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Identity work refers to an ongoing, fluid
practice that develops in tandem with
the meanings attached to it from the
actors themselves. This conception of
identity work depends on moving beyond
theoretical abstraction through noting that
individuals’ performance of identity is both
material and symbolic.
Identity work transforms the social
environment of those involved - as well in
the current case - influence the ways that
operations are carried out; identity and
practice are co-constitutive. To illustrate: the
use of steroids by some contractors to fulfil
a particular identity-ideal of musculature
and masculinity can be seen as one
element of the wider sub-cultural context of
the contractor’s social world relevant to this
theoretical formulation. Here, identity work
turning on the ingestion of steroids may
hinder operational effectiveness through
(1) limiting physical agility, (2) inducing
an unpredictable temperament in the
contractor, and in turn (3) potentially lead
to the intimidation of the host population
who may already have experienced
hostile forms of over-bearing, militarised
masculinity. Following the approach taken
by symbolic interactionists8 and interpretive
anthropologists9 and to summarize, identity
is always in the making and emerges
intersubjectively through interaction. This
theoretical approach provides insightful
explanations as to why contractors act in
the ways they do, as conveyed in terms of
their own making within contexts that both
constrain and liberate identity possibilities.
What kind of security contractor is it
possible to be? As we will see, these
possibilities are shaped by numerous
variables, chief amongst which – at least as
far as many of the respondents understand
it here - are narratives (and practices)
associated with UK/U.S identity.

2.1 Method and Identity Talk
This research draws on findings from
participant observation and observation
of contractors in a mix of operational and
training environments in Afghanistan, the

U.S, Eastern Europe and the UK. It is
also informed by face-to-face interviews,
on-line interviews, telephone interviews,10
written responses to email, and other
less formal means of data collection,11 for
example idle exchanges in non-interview
settings. Findings are presented primarily
in the form of identity talk through which
personal identity was made meaningful
to the actors concerned and the author.
Given that contractors are often imputed
with the social identity of mercenary (a label
rejected by the majority, though embraced
by a small number), the approach to
understanding identity used below focuses
on how members of the sample set about
self designation;12 in other words, how did
they present themselves? In conveying
aspects of their inner life articulated through
identity talk, contractors are observed
making considerable efforts to distance
themselves from the mercenary moniker
and its allied identity attributes of self
interest, greed and an overall moral deficit
that those outside the world of private
security may find objectionable.13 Findings
reveal that for many in the sample, the
identity of mercenary is found to be at
odds with personal identity and this tension
is dealt with by associational distancing
from others within the wider professional
community14 through their derogatory
labelling as cowboys.
As we will also see, associational distancing
turned on the heuristic of low versus high
security profile – notwithstanding the
numerous external constraints dictating
such stances. In turn, security profile
becomes a metaphor for professionalism
and functions as the prime symbolic
and material manifestation of contractor
identity work. However, it is not simply that
identity work and security profile articulate
closely with one another, but also that
security profile has a political dimension
that underlies one of the principal ways
in which contractors become labelled
as mercenaries. High profile approaches
that involve aggressive driving, pointing
weapons at bystanders and an overall
attempt to achieve security through

intimidation15 are – justifiably or not - more
obviously linked in the minds of onlookers
to self-interest flowing from an overall
disregard for host populations. Infamous
in this regard and taken to its extreme,
are the shootings in Baghdad’s Nisour
Square by members of a Blackwater16
PSD as the most tragic aspect of a wider
pattern of contractor transgression. But,
more than that, each and every aggressive,
high profile act (when perceived as such
by others in the contracting community or
by local people), has served to damage
the reputation of the private security
industry, with questions remaining over
how far aggressive stances have generated
insecurity rather than its converse. Whether
or not derived from sound operational
intent grounded in the risk of death and
injury to VIP/Principal or contractor, many
have argued that at the very minimum, a
good proportion of contractors’ approach
to security has been excessive and
detrimental to PMSC-civil relations. At the
same time, the routine exercise of restraint
and professionalism remains under-reported
and of little interest to the media or indeed,
most others.

‘quintessential “arrogant American” [who
aims to] give insurgents pause through an
imposing and confident appearance’,21 or
is this a ‘politically incorrect’ exemplar likely
to alienate those ‘in international circles’22
and we might add, others whose country
is being occupied by this armed presence?
Do ‘contractors swear by’ this approach
and does it ‘get the job done?’,23 or does
this stance ‘directly undercut a central
theme of counterinsurgency doctrine’?24
How far do aggressive, high profile
operations exert a negative impact on the
legitimacy of the international presence,
and with the current report in mind, what
can be said about the politics of profile
as a key element of strategy? These and
other questions are now taken up within the
context of the empirical data, analysis and
Concluding Discussion (see page 39).
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Schumacher, G. (2006) A Bloody Business. America’s War
Zone Contractors and the Occupation of Iraq. Minneapolis:
Zenith Press. Pp 1-304; p. 170.
Despite the various name changes of the company
Blackwater (Xe Services followed by Academi), the
original name has become a shorthand for all that is
negative about the private security industry and remains
current in the language of contractors (and others) who
wish to dissociate, or make a wider negative point about
contractors of particular aggressive kinds.
Schumacher, A Bloody Business, p. 169.
Schumacher, A Bloody Business. p. 169.
Schumacher, A Bloody Business. p. 169.
Schumacher, A Bloody Business. p. 169.
Schumacher, A Bloody Business. p. 169.
Schumacher, A Bloody Business. p. 169.
Schumacher, A Bloody Business. p. 169.
T. X. Hammes (2010) ‘Private Contractors in Conflict
Zones: The Good, the Bad and the Strategic Impact’,
Strategic Forum, November 2010: pp. 1-16; 10.

Achieving the balance between a profile
believed sufficient to ensure security of
the person/s or materials in question,
coupled with the ability to maintain the
support of the local population will always
remain a challenge, and this report offers
a modest contribution to debate in this
area through the analytical binary of high
versus low security profile. As U.S Colonel
Schumacher (retired) astutely notes ‘there
is much controversy over how security
contractors should dress, appear, and
conduct themselves in a war zone.’17
Should contractors conceal weapons, or
alternatively might they drive around ‘in
black Suburbans, Yukons and Avalanches
with the windows ... down and guns ...
pointed out in every direction’?18 Should
vehicles have a ‘gunner on the ready
[wearing] black body armor and a ... pistol
strapped to their thigh’?19 How far should
these men be prepared ‘to shoot to kill in
the blink of an eye’?20 Is this the look of the
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3 Reflecting on
Security Profile
As indicated, the most dominant theme to
emerge during the pilot and subsequent
phases of the current study was that
of security profile where, unprompted,
conversation flowed about respondent’s
perception of fellow contractors in relation
to how they conducted security work, and
in turn presented themselves to members
of the host population during PSD or CP
duties. In keeping with the centrality of
actor meaning to providing a window onto
contractor’s identity work, the importance
of profile was operationalised in the form of
an open interview schedule where, in the
first instance, contractors were asked to
discuss their own definition of low and high
profile. What did security profile mean to
them? And considered in explicitly analytical
terms, how was security profile constituted
relationally through the lens of identity work
and processes of associational distancing?
In the first of numerous responses to these
lines of enquiry and at its most basic, a
British contractor said:

security profile could be
defined as the stance, attitude
or actions taken by security
teams in order to increase or
decrease the aggressiveness
and nature of their position in
relation to the threat
While it was clear that there existed a
degree of consensus around high and low
profile approaches, in respect of the finer
detail, contractors held in mind competing
and sometimes contradictory definitions.
In this way, the same contractor went
on to argue that ‘I do not see profile as
[equivalent to] covert and overt. Whilst
there may be overlaps I consider covert to
be hidden and overt as open’. It quickly
became evident that mention of security
profile raised a good deal of complexity, and
in the words of another British contractor,
was framed broadly as that relating ‘to the
way security is conducted in the sense of
what you do and how you do it.’ At the
same time another respondent stated that
security profile invoked ‘the resources,
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dress, equipment etc that you have been
allocated’. Security profile could also be
‘changed independently of Team Operating
procedures ... SOPs/SOIs may dictate the
level of ... stance but the profile is generally
adapted at team or even individual level’.
This element of flexibility and discretion
went so far as to influence the subtleties
of weapon carriage, noted in this example
by a British contractor invoking the military
context where:

much like the British Army in
Northern Ireland and Basra
[a team] may be wearing body
armour ... and carrying platoon
weapon systems such as GPMG/
LMG, but the stance in which
these weapons are adopted and
carried may be relevant
He went on to explain that in Bosnia in the
mid 1990’s, procedures whereby soldiers
carried rifles by their side had found their
way into the commercial sector, though
are taught on only very few training
courses intended to prepare individuals for
employment as contractors. This so-called
‘G5 carry’25 was designed to confer a less
aggressive posture, help in the process of
‘integration’ (though precisely what was
meant here remained unspecified) and was
seen by the contractor as low profile. Other
respondents (including both U.S and British
contractors) would consider that keeping a
weapon hidden, or not using one altogether
is a more appropriate indicator of ‘going
low profile’. Differing views of what might
constitute low profile emerge here between
the British contractor-turned-author Luke
Duffy and an American contractor he
spoke with whilst in Iraq. The American
contractor is criticised by Duffy who said,
‘your weapons are supposed to be out of
sight though. That’s what low profile is.’
Duffy continues, ‘I looked down and shook
my head, then looked back up to meet
his gaze. “You ever done low profile? And
I don’t mean this shite that we are doing
here. I mean proper low profile.” Duffy
concludes that the other contractor had

not, and went on to note that low profile
‘is a completely different concept, and was
more than just wearing your body armour
under your shirt’.26 A former member of
the RMP drew on a policing analogy in his
discussion of one of a number of rationales
for why different security profiles may be
used where:

on a Friday night at the end of
the month near payday, is it
more effective to maintain a low
profile, ie remain in vehicles
and largely out of site in a
non aggressive posture? [Or]
27
... the bronze commander may
decide to flood the area with
resources in the hope to deter
or prevent public disorder
From the towns and streets of the UK
through to what many would understand
as the hostile contexts28 of Iraq and
Afghanistan, this high profile approach
is often believed to discourage those
intending to cause problems ‘through the
sheer weight of resources used ... that
may deter an enemy’ as he put it. This he
saw as the ‘simplest form of security and
is physical security-centric.’ Yet, it was also
‘resource intensive, in both human and
physical terms and lacks sustainability. The
high profile approach relies on resources
being available and ready at all times’.
Impossible to know definitively, the key
calculation at stake here is the ‘perception
of such a profile versus its actual
effectiveness’, as he then noted. Invoking
the fluidity of the security situation as well
as those who may target contractors, one
British respondent stated ‘security profiles
change on a daily basis according to the
threat level [raising questions around] the
modus operandi and what is being used
against you’. However, when a team or
individual has committed to a high profile
approach, it may be difficult to move
towards a more discreet stance, thus ‘once
fully kitted-up and tooled-up it is difficult
to de-escalate’, as one British contractor
working in Kabul noted. Having identified

yourself as a potential target and shown
your hand as it were, the onus turns on
ensuring that a potential attack is likely to
fail. As the Kabul based contractor went on
to say:

if you’re sticking out like sore
thumbs in vehicles, you need to
say ‘well they know it is us [and
so we have no choice but to]
show them that we are prepared
to take them on, [that] we’re in
their face’. [We are] saying ‘not
us ... try someone else’

3.1 Contractor Perceptions
One of four female contractors to be
interviewed relayed an experience she had
when, after pulling to a halt in a vehicle
with a diplomatic licence plate at the rear
of an American military convoy ‘a soldier
lifted the rear window and pointed his
weapon straight at me’. She went on to say
that this ‘aggressive act defied logic and
common-sense’ and left her wondering
anew about the threats she faced in the
city. In further discussion, she put this act
down to ‘their military training and culture ...
including “their” gun culture’, a view shared
by British and U.S contractors alike in the
wider sample. Making a similar point, a
British contractor in a training role29 drew
attention to incidences of both contractors
and military personnel ‘pointing weapons
at people, being aggressive, not showing
humility and not caring’. His concern
was with both the lower ranks and those
in command, in this case a Colonel. He
went on to say that ‘we’ve just come back
from training an American unit and their
Colonel said “if anybody is seen carrying a
weapon, we shoot “em. That’s our rules of
engagement”’. The contractor replied to the
Colonel in the following terms ‘you need to
change ... this is bullying [and accounts for
your] bad reputation, it’s blind panic’. The
contractor then discussed this aggressive
posturing in regard to ‘jumpiness seen on
our [training] scenarios. They hear a bang,
see someone with a weapon and shoot

25

26
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29

Celik, M. (2005) Comparison of the British and Canadian
CIMIC and the U.S. CMO Doctrines to the NATO CIMIC
Doctrine. Masters Thesis. Monterey, California: Naval
Postgraduate School. Pp. 1-99; 24. Thesis available at
dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a443057.pdf accessed 7th
August 2012.
Luke Duffy (2011) Running the Gauntlet: The Private
War in Iraq. Authorhouse: Kindle Edition. p. 303.
National Policing Improvement Agency (2009) Guidance
on Command and Control. London: Association of Chief
Police Officers. Pp. 1-41; 13. Available at acpo.police.uk/
documents/crime/2009/200907CRICCG01.pdf accessed
7th August 2012.
Can all agree definitively on what constitutes a ‘Hostile
Context’? Much like the numerous buzzwords and
phrases in circulation in the private security sphere
including ‘Executive Protection’, ‘Tactical Shooting’ and
‘Threat Management’, ‘Hostile Context’ may have as
much a commercial utility – thought by some to stimulate
demand for security services - as it does to capturing the
empirical reality out on the ground, howsoever gauged.
In this particular instance, the data was derived from a
period of participant observation on a training course in
the U.S attended by the author who trained alongside
other students eventually qualifying as a Close Protection
Officer for employment in ‘Hostile Regions’.
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‘Monday-morning’ quarterbacked
to death, but what I’m saying
is the guys who were there,
right then, had to make a split
37
decision

them’. While this is clearly unacceptable, it
is also a problem because as he said, ‘it is
too much liability’ and plays directly into the
hands of those doing the agitating, ‘this is
what these people want you to do ... they
want you to react to that’.30 In contrast,
the U.S contractor J. T. Storm writes in his
memoir of contracting in Iraq that reaction
is key where, if ‘you do not react, if you do
nothing, then you’re basically “DONE”, it’s
like giving up. You have to do something!’
His view was that ‘if you don’t, you’re
dead, and probably everyone with you is
dead. You see, that is what they want! ...
the whole terrorist theme [is designed to
create] as much violence, chaos, and havoc
as possible’. In turn, this engenders fear
where ‘people [are] so scared and stunned
that they do not even move, no reaction.’
His remedy – unlike the view of many in the
current research - was to be pre-emptive to
‘always react and, if possible, act first’.31
As we note further below, Storm’s view
that ‘it is always better to be on the
offense rather than defense ... because
you have a plan on the offensive’,32 was
seen as problematic by the majority of the
sample who discussed the importance of
contingency planning designed to avoid
confrontation in the first place rather
than deal with it head-on.33 In a deeper
sense, Storm’s view – again challenged by
respondents in this particular research at
least – was that ‘unrelenting violence, has
settled more disputes than anything else,
contrary to wishful thinking ... but hey, it’s
the truth and that is what this whole thing
is about’.34
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A British contractor linked high profile
approaches with particular kinds of
personality and what he considered to be
unprofessionalism indicated by ‘boasting
and egos [which] are strongly detrimental
to the industry’. Another British contractor
who went on to author a memoir about
his experiences in Iraq continued on the
theme of over-response ingrained into
security practice. Recalling one particular
incident, he said ‘the Americans [military]
were ambushed and a couple of days
later [returned] and annihilated everything
there, and everything around – this is
more than death!’ He continued, ‘their
story is “yeah man we used so many
thousands of rounds …”’. He said that
the incident ‘sounded like the battle of
the Alamo!’, and that ‘straight away I
thought “I would not want to be with
them”’. He contrasted what he saw as
this heavy-handed response with his own
approach where ‘[we had an incident] and
had contact [were fired on] and returned
fire, [but when we] were in line with villas
I stopped firing’. He was keen to stress
that his intention with this story was not to
portray himself in a good light by saying
‘well done [names himself]’, but rather,
‘I’m just saying that they [the insurgents]
had stopped firing’. This he saw as
conferring a degree of ‘kudos on [his]
post-incident report’ through exercising
‘restraint’ rather than its polar opposite
where ‘they [contractors/military] might
say “yeah man, I just kept spraying them,
putting rounds down”’. He moved from
personal experience to that of the most

notorious of recent incidents in Iraq (noted
above), and stated:

Let’s pull that Blackwater lot
out [those involved in the Nisour
Square shootings] and ask them
35
‘so what were your actions on
mate?’ They would probably
reply ‘well man, we got taken
out, so we just shot our way
outa” there’
He saw over-response as ‘getting carried
away with it all’, and that being professional
was its converse, ‘a British sort of thing’
where ‘I know the value of being stiff upper
lip36 ... without being posh’. He stated
that ultimately, he had a lot of respect
for ‘someone who is calm’. Storm, as
did others in the sample, took a less
judgemental view of those involved in the
Blackwater incident and stated:

I am certainly not standing up
for atoning for or trying to
justify any of the Blackwater
incidents ... like I’ve said many
times, [they] have their fuckups
just like everybody else. But
unless you were there, you
cannot judge anything or
anyone. I’m sure it has been

There was evidence for a U.S./British
contractor divide within the methodological
confines of the current study in terms of the
latter’s frequent denigration of the former’s
professionalism. Yet - albeit tongue in
cheek in the following example - the British
contractor Phil Campion said ‘recently, I’ve
struck up a friendship with a US Marine
Corps Colonel, at his base in Kabul. I
love his gung-ho approach to things!’38
The British contractor in the training
role discussed above relayed the more
dominant line emerging from the research
around what he saw as the inherent
contradictions in the ways that U.S troops
were taught, and subsequently conducted
themselves in the commercial world where:

they are teaching them to point
their weapons [at people] ...
that’s the wrong attitude to
have but [at the same time], they
won’t allow them to run around
on the range [weapon training
facility] with their safety [catch]
off! This is more applicable to
a contact [coming under enemy
fire] situation. They have double
standards and double values on
things all the time
Unlike U.S respondents and authors
included here, this contractor went on
to argue that it was ‘not glamorous to
use one’s weapon ... you need to think
about security with “this” (points to his
head), rather than with this (simulates
a weapon)’. His stress on security as a
‘thinking man’s game’ was elaborated

further when he asked how many in the
class had children/partners, and what we
would think if they got injured or killed by a
‘trigger happy’ contractor using a weapon
recklessly. At this point, the majority of
the course members raised their hands,
and he encouraged us to put ourselves
in the shoes of the host population who
have experienced such intimidation and
violence39 from contractors in Iraq and
Afghanistan and continue to do so, albeit to
a lesser degree than in recent years. In the
view of the training contractor, the balance
to be struck was between confidence
in every aspect of the weapon systems
used on the course, from stripping arms
down, cleaning, servicing, and successfully
reassembling them, their safe, competent
and accurate use, and the wider overarching principal that ‘the psychological
training should be not to use a weapon as
the ‘key and most important starting point’,
as he put it. Rather than pathologising
the problem solely as one of incompetent
contractors, he argued that the key was
‘good training’. Drawing on the example
of what were disparagingly described as
the ‘retard’ military trainers ‘in Afghanistan
and Iraq … we’ve had those guys here
[on training courses] and some are idiots’,
he went on to express concern at ‘their
weapons handling’ which was described
‘as absolutely disgustingly atrocious and
they are teaching people! You are only as
good as the people teaching you ... there
is never a bad dog or a bad child, only a
bad trainer.’ Making a similar point about
training but in regard to understanding risk,
a British contractor noted:
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Having completed this course, I too over-reacted during
an exercise and would have killed a non-threatening
civilian, as did many of my (non- U.S) student peers
undergoing CP training.
J. T. Storm (2008) Pushing the Envelope: The Story of A
Hired Gun in Iraq. AuthorHouse: Kindle Edition. Location
2017-2018.
Storm, Pushing the Envelope, Location 2032.
The observations made here and throughout the report
resonate closely with controversial commentary by (British)
Brigadier Aylwin-Foster on the U.S military’s approach in
Iraq from 2003. See Aylwin-Foster, N. (2005) ‘Changing the
Army for Counterinsurgency Operations’, Military Review,
November-December, pp 1-15.
Storm, Pushing the Envelope, Location 2807-2810.
Put simply, ‘actions on’ refers to any probable activity
(often defined in SOPs) requiring a specific response.
While appearing at first glance somewhat whimsical,
the notion of the British ‘stiff upper lip’ has considerable
explanatory valuable for how many in the sample set
about their identity work in respect of security profile.
The historical and cultural genesis of the ‘stiff upper lip’
has most recently been the subject of a major, three part
BBC documentary (see: bbc.co.uk/programmes/b01n7rh4
accessed 11th October 2012), and is also the topic of
the author’s forthcoming book focusing on the emotional
heritage and trajectory of security contractor identity as it
plays out along U.S and UK national lines.
Storm, Pushing the Envelope, Location 2015.
Phil Campion (2011) Born Fearless: From Kids’ Home
to SAS to Pirate Hunter - My Life as a Shadow Warrior.
Quercus. Kindle Edition. Location 2828.
Although it is important to reiterate that the everyday
professional practices of security contractors involving
restraint and measured response pass largely beneath the
radar since they are simply un-newsworthy.

From sound training and
experience you gain immense
knowledge of assessing the
risk, something many ... training
courses do not cover within
their packages. They lack this
[expertise] because many of the
instructors haven’t a clue of
how to operate, so they pass
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Have those that have been injured or even killed as
a consequence of getting within 100 metres of these
convoys consciously ignored instructions, or rather, have
they been unaware of, or perhaps misunderstood them?
Schumacher, A Bloody Business, p. 86.
Bjork, K. and Jones, R. (2005) ‘Overcoming Dilemmas
Created by the 21st Century Mercenaries: conceptualising
the use of private security companies in Iraq’, Third World
Quarterly, 26(4-5): 777-796; 78. Those with knowledge
of the academic discipline of International Relations will
immediately recognise the security dilemma here.
Tim Beckman (2010) Blackwater: From The Inside Out (The
Path Less Travelled). HDTI. Kindle Edition. Location 2056
Duffy, Running the Gauntlet, p.136.
Bjork and Jones, ‘Overcoming the Dilemmas’, p. 785.

down their lack of experience
to those attending the course.
The end product is the same, an
individual who is poorly trained
and on the streets with a gun
However, a different view was expressed
by Colonel Schumacher in regard to
the perceived over-response of some
contractors alluded to in the following
quote. Commenting on the rules of
engagement that permit military personnel
and security contractors to open fire on
vehicles (and potentially their drivers/
passengers) that get within 100 metres and
fail to heed warnings of various kinds, he
notes that, on the contrary:

it is a testimony to selfrestraint on the part of both
military units and U.S civilian
security contractors that
more innocent people have not
lost their lives for foolishly
41
ignoring40 these rules
Revealing his deep unease with aggressive
approaches, a British contractor who
worked for a company with an exceptional
record for protecting Principals/VIPs
through an altogether more discreet, low
profile approach told me that:

everyone talks about the
Blackwaters or the Triple
Canopies running around in
6 or 7 SUV’s with guns hanging
out ... to us that meant
effectively people were going
to be going home in body bags
In accounting for this high profile approach,
a U.S contractor with military experience
said that:
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the combat arms of the U.S
military like to be as high profile
as possible. They believe that
being the biggest, most well
armed and armoured scary thing
on the street provides you with
the highest level of security
Yet, as the academics Bjork and Jones note:

the heavily armed security
accompanying development
efforts can also up the stakes in
the eyes of the rebels, criminals,
suicide bombers and kidnappers,
and means that they will use
more force against a well
42
equipped ‘enemy’
With clear influence on the ways that many
U.S PMSC’s employing former U.S military
personnel approach the question of security
stance, a U.S contractor said that ‘I do
disagree with this [aggressive approach] but
it was an attitude that I encountered during my
time in the military’. Making the comparison
with a British company, he noted that ‘in the
private sector a lot of ... guys are [even] upset
that they have to label their vehicles with
signs that say “Private Security Company”!’
He believed that ‘they would prefer as
low a profile as possible and to look as
unimportant as possible’. Imbuing restraint
with a positive meaning, and resonating
with comments above, he stated that:

we have guys that brag that
in their time on the contract
they have never pulled the
trigger and that to them is a
point of pride, whereas in the
military, people are looking for
every excuse they can to shoot
something

However, while that was the case, in
contrast to the prevailing conditions at the
height of the insurgency, he also reflected
on the very different context of Iraq during
his deployment as a contractor, ‘maybe
if I was in security back in 200*, I would
see things differently’. At this time, he
argued ‘there were a lot of cowboys just
running around like crazy people. They
were involved in small arms incidents and
the illegal trading of arms’. He linked this
phase of the industry to ‘the contracts they
were on ... and the places that they were
going to’. He continued, ‘you cannot run
around Iraq like a cowboy anymore. You
will get arrested by Iraqi forces ... we’ve
seen dozens of arrests of private security
contractors’. Other factors that may
militate against the adoption of high profile
approaches to security in current-day Iraq,
turn on the fact that:

the military has really pulled
back and the closest help
could be 6 hours away. Private
security has scaled back
their aggressiveness ... they
understand there is no cavalry
coming, and they better play it
to avoid the fight
Making a similar point around the scope
for aggressive posturing or what some
might see as a high profile ‘all guns blazing’
mind-set, a U.S contractor also referring
to Iraq said that, ‘in the past I would say
that private security companies were more
aggressive ... because some of them were
backed by military forces’. Highlighting
the asymmetrical nature of conflict more
generally in Iraq (and similarly Afghanistan),
and the limitations of a traditional armed
military response, this contractor rounded
up his contribution – in contrast to Storm’s
view noted above around the unquestioned
effectiveness of military violence by
saying ‘there are no guerrilla or insurgent
campaigns that I’m aware of for at least the
last 50 years that have been won on the
basis of firepower’. Framed in somewhat

counter intuitive terms, yet dovetailing with
previous comments, a British contractor
belied his ambivalence around the use of
arms in the CP role when he argued that:

a weapon is a reminder not
to use it. You need to show
confidence, not aggression and
intimidation. You must treat
people with respect and humility.
The key to security is about
getting them [those constituting
the potential threat to the
Principal] to do what you want
[using a particular] presence
that deters in a modest and
measured way

would just be a case of using
the lights when we thought
44
it better

Aware that ‘arms do not provide total
protection’, this contractor was most
likely cognizant that the ‘all guns blazing
approach can engender insecurity’45 in
certain contexts, as noted above and
elaborated upon further in this report.

3.2 Driving
A further widely discussed dimension of
the high profile approach concerned the
assertive, and as one British contractor put
it, ‘aggressive and crazy’ driving of vehicles
through dense traffic, a practice that, stated
a U.S contractor ‘I knew the Iraq’s didn’t
like’. Tim Beckman, a former contractor
with Blackwater writes in his memoir of how
best to move through the congested cities
in today’s Iraq, ‘there is no more “making
a hole” or “creating a bubble” allowed’.43
This in contrast to earlier conditions where
in referring to flexibility in approach and
sensitivity to over-response, the British
contractor Duffy recalls that:

travelling through this part of
town [in Iraq], we always used
maximum aggression but without
overreacting Rather than pass
through with guns blazing like
some companies would have done
... before anyone knew we
were there, we were gone from
the area. We didn’t always use
sirens either. Sometimes it
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4 ‘Looking the Part’:
Appearance as Identity Work
Aside from general
reflections on security
profile already noted,
respondents also discussed
the personal appearance
of contractors to which
attention now turns.

4.1 ‘Geardos’
A former U.S contractor working in Iraq
posted a photograph of himself on the web
and recalls the response of a friend when
he saw the image. He takes up the story:

I was wearing ... a [names
company] polo shirt and [names
colour of] pants, it was quite a
[boring look] actually, and one
friend of mine ... said that he
was really disappointed in this,
‘where’s you goatee and your
hockey helmet and 3 different
guns hanging off your belt, you
know what’s going on? Where’s
the industry gone?’
Reflecting on his friend’s expectation of
how a ‘proper contractor’ might choose
to present himself, he discussed this
‘look’ marketed in magazines and aimed,
amongst others, at the contracting
community; ‘clearly that is the civilian
[contractor] look and if you look at
magazines, this is also the look marketed
by Blackhawk magazine and Soldier of
Fortune magazine’. Colleagues working for
a well known British company in Iraq ‘did
not look like that’, he stated. Indeed, he
saw individuals dressing in this magazineinfluenced style as buying into ‘a real prima
donna kind of look, ie Blackwater’, linked in
his experience with ‘guys who work for the
State Department’. He then said:

If I saw someone who looked
like that I would more or less
think ... they were a joke ... It’s
just too ... showy, you know
it’s not normal. It looks like
the way women put on makeup to emulate [models] in
46
Cosmopolitan magazine. Then
you see operators and they buy
all the cool guy kit and grow
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the goatee, and they dress
like the guy they see in the
magazine. That’s not ... related
to competency that’s just trying
to look cool
In contrasting his own working practice
to those of contractors ‘with all the gear’,
a British contractor said ‘I’ve seen such
guys all over the world... [but] when I work
I [only] have a med[ical] bag, compass,
GPS, map and sat[ellite] phone ... not
always a gun’. Other respondent’s talked of
contractor’s ‘queer gear’, and one British
contractor used the word ‘geardos’ to refer
to those he believed felt compelled to fit in
through wearing ad-hoc uniforms covered
in various forms of ‘useless gadgetry’. In
the view of another, a link existed between
‘sound guys ... who don’t come over as
all Special Forces and kit accumulating
... who are ordinary’, in comparison to
others ‘who I can’t stand ... [they are part
of] the Gucci wearing crowd - all that gear
... why?’ He then said that he would ‘be
really embarrassed wearing all that’. Further
discussing his reservations, he stated that:

in the Legion [French Foreign
Legion] we would have to wear
what we were given ... you get
to Baghdad airport and you see
certain people strutting around
with pistols on their leg, chest
webbing and you sort of think –
do they realise how stupid they
look? Maybe they are the biggest,
toughest, meanest [contractor]
going. But to me they look like
complete and utter plonkers
[stupid people]!
Campion records his experiences of a
fellow contractor who he believed ‘was
frightened of his own weapon. It’s a case
of all the gear, no idea. And how many

of those bloody types have I met in this
business before?’47 he added. Picking up
on what many in the sample saw as the
‘tough guy image’, the training contractor
believed that they ‘wore this stuff because it
makes them feel like the big man’.
As the contractor turned author John
Ashcroft argues, contracting is ‘not about
proving manliness, or adrenalin or macho
adventure. It’s just another job’.48 Storm’s
disillusioned view of the industry in Iraq was
influenced in-part by the attitudes of some
contractors. He states that:

The ‘gung ho’ mentality of these contractors
is manifest in their enthusiastic purchase of:

you go, there is water around’.51 On a
personal note, the author recalls one of
his fellow students on the training course
he attended in the U.S who, similarly,
was rarely without his Camelbak. This
accompanied him continuously, even
when the carriage of additional equipment
in temperatures upwards of 40 degrees
(for example, on the firing range) added
to the physical burden of drills involving
moving and firing; breaks for bottled water
were frequent rendering such equipment
unnecessary. Fascination with equipment
earned one of Duffy’s colleagues the
nickname of ‘Buzz Lightyear’, though
the ‘geardo’ in question insisted that
this kit ‘made his life easier’. In keeping
with the contractor discussed above,
Duffy notes that his own approach ‘was
minimalist’ and he worked to the principal
of ‘keeping it basic’. His focus was rooted
in operational concerns, where ‘the more
gadgets you have, the more time you’ll
spend thinking about them and fiddling
with them, rather than the job in hand’.52
Of course, this acquisitive behaviour53 was
good for business for those supplying the
equipment, as Storm notes here:

special equipment. They have
more shit on their IBA, which
is basically what the military
calls a bulletproof vest, than
most of the soldiers who have
to deal with this on a daily
50
basis, which is sad in itself

you can ... watch people buying
extra high-speed, tactical, SWAT,
special-forces equipment at the
on-site supply store. What a gold
mine they have. Guys are buying
extra boots, holsters, knives,
54
anything.

Consumption of equipment reached its
zenith in the case of those with a ‘crazy
mentality’ who, Storm recalls, were
‘freaking out to buy Camelbaks’. This
kit has been developed by cyclists and
other athletes to provide easily accessible
fluids when training or competing, but
these particular contractors acquired ‘the
high-speed “Special Forces” Camelbak
to put on their back and lug around’. This,
despite the abundance of bottled water
‘everywhere; there is actually a water plant
that was made by the military ... wherever

Also related to appearance, but with a more
obvious functionality, was the use of body
armour that was believed by one British
training contractor to have a deleterious
psychological impact on those wearing it,
since it created within them ‘a false sense
of security’. The theme of equipment has
been much discussed by journalists and
others commenting on the industry, with
this example from Schumacher resonating
with critical observations around the
onus on gear, but in this particular case,
weapons:

there are attitudes abounding
in the civilian contractor
population here. You have guys
who think they are so fucking
‘bad ass’ they are singlehandedly going to win the war ...
in approximately twelve months
49
or less.
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The gender ironies in this comment underscore this
particular contractor’s importance as a key respondent to
the wider research project.
Campion, Born Fearless, Location 3155.
John Ashcroft, comment available at makingakilling.co.uk/
faq3.html accessed 9th August 2012.
Storm, Pushing the Envelope, Location 425.
Storm, Pushing the Envelope, Location 211.
Storm, Pushing the Envelope, Location 218.
Duffy, Running the Gauntlet, p. 78.
Not only was it clear that contractors had sufficient funds
to purchase equipment, but also that (hyper)-consumerist
behaviour such as that identified here may well have
provided a sense of normality within an otherwise
exceptional, and dangerous environment.
Storm, Pushing the Envelope, Location 126.
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State Department contractors
are exempt from many of the
restrictions and prohibitions
on carrying weapons. In fact,
Blackwater and DynCorp
contractors working for the
U.S. Department of State are
armed to the teeth. A DynCorp
contractor describes his
armament: ‘Our equipment
is state of the art and each
operator is issued roughly ten
thousand dollars worth of
55
gear’

of private security, sees such displays
as ‘the northern face and footprint of
humanitarianism and development’ where
‘Rayban sunglasses and sophisticated
weapons’ can lead to individuals looking
like ‘Robocop’. Going further, he raises
the question of how far this consumption
smacks of ‘colonialism’, where it is
impossible to know how ‘groups with
different perceptions ... including extremists,
the general public, religious leaders and
politicians’56 may make sense of such
displays, and with what consequence for
security. A further topic of conversation
very much in evidence during field-work
in Kabul, concerned vehicles and their
associated equipment. Recalling the words
of a contractor in Iraq, Schumacher went
on to say:

Taking a step back, it is important once
again to raise the question of how this
explicit display of militarised consumption
and subsequent presentation may be
perceived by those looking on. The scholar
Hugo Slim, moving from direct concerns

Our vehicles are also ‘up to
spec’. We have modern, luxurytype SUVs [Sports Utility
Vehicles] with bulletproof

glass and armored panels. Our
humvees are all ‘up-armored’...
In the ‘Special Ops’ world we
would be called ‘Gucci’ or
57
pretty
However, he went on to explain that this
equipment was absolutely not for show,
but had demonstrable utility to the hostile
environment within which they worked
where:

each operator has equipment
that is designed and worn for
his own operational needs
and capabilities. We wear what
works. None of us wear stuff
that would be considered
‘Hollywood’; no Rambo knives,
peace and love pins, or stuff like
that. We select our equipment

based on three criteria: it
must be reliable, durable, and
operator friendly. So we do end
up with a lot of ‘Gucci’ stuff that
might be called faddish back
home, but that’s not the reason
58
the stuff was selected
Tellingly however, and chiming with
earlier comments revealing the macho
connotations of identity work based on
equipment of this kind, the Colonel also
writes ‘I guess, if the truth be known,
when you put all that equipment on,
the testosterone just ekes through your
pores’.59 Put in simple terms, critical views
about the centrality of equipment to identity
work noted above, versus those alluding
to equipment and virility framed here by
the Colonel in regard to testosterone, are
drawing on competing ways in which to
present oneself as a particular kind of male
contractor. In turn, these presentations
speak to how security is understood and
practiced, explanations of which invoke
questions of cultural background, company
culture, client preference, nature of the
contract and the kinds of threat believed to
be dominating at the time of operations,
to touch on but a few of those possible
factors influencing profiles of different kinds.

4.2 ‘Heads that might
Pop Off the Body’:
Steroid Use and Big Men
In a related sense, hyper-masculine
appearance was also important to an
unknown yet clearly visible number of
contractors believed to be using steroids.
Here, the motivation to bulk-up bodies in
this way may be thought by the contractors
in question to intimidate potential
insurgents, as well as provide a sense of
group belonging in those contexts where
company sub-culture is heavily influenced
by use of the gym and steroids. While
heavily muscled bodies likely provided
a sense of ontological security and
invulnerability for these actors, somewhat
ironically they also hindered operational
effectiveness in ways that underscore the
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clear tensions between identity work and
professionalism. Storm’s view was that
‘there are more soldiers on steroids over
here than in the NFL and professional
wrestling’. Identifying them was simple
since these ‘guys [were all] bloated up and
[had] a tiny head that looks like it is going
to pop off of the body.’60 He goes on to
argue that steroids ‘were easy to get’. The
reaction from friends and family, notes
Storm, might be to say ‘damn, what the hell
have you been eating?’ He continues with
the following scenario:
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Schumacher, A Bloody Business, p. 74.
Bjork and Jones, ‘Overcoming the Dilemma’, p. 787,
Schumacher, A Bloody Business, p. 74.
Schumacher, A Bloody Business, p. 74.
Schumacher, A Bloody Business, p. 74.
Storm, Pushing the Envelope, Location 583-585.
Storm, Pushing the Envelope, Location 589.
Storm, Pushing the Envelope, Location 593.
Campion, Born Fearless, Location 2978.

your husband comes home for
leave with an unusually quick
temper, increased libido, and
acne, which he blames on the
heat. I know there are a lot of
wives who, if they think about
it ... know it’s true that their
61
husband has used steroids
Wives may be in denial since they are
‘just too happy to have their husband
home’ and parents might look at their sons
and say ‘“he’s a man; he is growing up” ...
no it’s steroids and he is growing out, not
up’.62 Drawing on the relevance of muscle
bound bodies and overall aggressive
appearance in the case of U.S military
personnel, Campion locates potential
response to appearances of this kind within
the local context, in this example a taxi
driver where:

the cabbie’s getting the evil eye
from these teenage American
grunts, who look like they’ve
been grown in bags of manure,
they’re so lumbering and
muscle-bound. They’re manning
up the border post, and they
come complete with buzz cuts
and sunburn. They look edgy and
jumpy – not to mention trigger63
happy – as hell
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5 Reflecting on Host
Population Perception
Duffy provides an even more colourful
description of a bulked-up contractor in
Baghdad’s Green Zone, linking steroids
with equipment and the clear attempt to
cultivate an intimidating image. He takes up
the story:

I saw a huge guy from one of the
American companies. Judging
by his sheer size and look, I
could tell he was obviously
on steroids. He looked like a
silverback gorilla with alopecia,
carrying a sawn off shot
gun across his back, a huge knife
strapped to his leg, a pistol on
each hip and an AK47 with enough
ammunition slung around him
to invade Iraq all over again, on
his own. To top it all, he had a
bandana with a skull and cross
bones on his head. He looked a
twat and he was clearly wrapped
up in his own bad arse self
64
image
A U.S contractor who had run convoy
protection teams in Iraq said ‘in the
gym you’d get a range of guys. I was
amazed because some looked like they’d
been on steroids for weeks on end’.
A British contractor in the training role
linked steroid use with the reputation of
the industry when he argued that ‘taking
steroids ... is one of the things that gives
the industry a bad name ... I know of
many contractors being booted out of the
country for taking steroids’. The point here,
and to reiterate, was that identity work of
this kind was believed to be in tension
with contractors’ professionalism and
was described by a British training
contractor as:
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crazy ... because guys that are
muscle bound to that degree
are easier to get on the ground.
We’ve had one or two on the
course that could hardly bring
their hands together to hold a
pistol because their biceps were
so over-developed!
Discussing his time in Iraq working for
Blackwater, Tim Beckman stated:

eight guys got busted for
steroids ... turns out a bunch
of idiots were ordering [them]
through the guy that managed
the desk in the gym inside the
embassy grounds [they were]
writing what they wanted and
a contact number and name on
sticky pads right there at the
desk! The idiot working the desk
would then make linkup with his
Iraqi buddy in the Green Zone,
at one of the hotels and do the
65
hand off
It is also possible that clients derive
reassurance from men fitting their sense
of the stereotypical warrior figure, replete
with robust physicality and an air of
invulnerability such that:

there remains a definitive link in
many people’s minds that ... big
men with guns provide a sense of
security to nervous expatriates
... despite the technological
advances of modern warfare,
visible men with guns [can]

invoke such a feeling of
66
protection
In addition to changing the body from within
through the use of steroids, was further
concern expressed by a British contractor
in the training role that highlighted both
over-developed physiques and the sporting
of tattoos. As part of his brief to ‘guys
coming on the course’ he said:

I’ve told them that wearing
tight t-shirts to show off huge,
tattooed arms is a problem
operationally. The minute you
come through the airport [in
a particular South American
country in this example], the bad
guys are clocking you and might
see it [this ‘macho man’ identity]
as a come-on [invitation to fight]
As part of wider rivalry with another training
company offering similar services, he went
on to say that the training staff ‘encourage
their guys to get dove tattoos on their
hands which are unveiled at a ceremony
[at the end of the course] ... for fuck’s
sake, what is that supposed to mean?’
His view was that those who valued huge
physiques and tattoos were ‘just idiots’
because ‘they have no idea whatsoever
about discretion’. As we saw above, for this
and other respondents, discretion, modesty
and humility rather than hyper-masculine
or macho identities were often believed to
be key to the success of those working in
the CP role. With a wry smile and a hint of
irony intended to further persuade course
members of the hazards of arrogance as he
saw it, the training contractor finished his
final monologue of the day by saying ‘don’t
forget lads, bullets travel through muscle far
quicker than they do through fat!’

Respondents went on to discuss the
impact of particular security profiles on
members of the host population. Touching
on questions of contractor appearance
discussed above, one British contractor
said in regard to those dressing and acting
aggressively:

what must it be like for normal
people, normal families ... to
look at people who are in their
country? Someone like ... my
mum my sister - to look at these
people? They must think it is ...
obscene
He was acutely concerned with ‘the way
you carry yourself, your deportment ...
[some of the contractors] have a black
helmet on, sunglasses ... it must just be
obscene [for people looking on], they must
be disgusted’. After saying that he routinely
encountered ‘Rambo types’ during his
time in Iraq, he further qualified his beliefs;
‘I’m not going to walk around and say
peace and love and all that because the
attitude you’ve got to have is survival on
those roads ... but it’s about how you do
that’. Another British contractor raised the
question of not only how far companies

may be undifferentiated from one another in
the eyes of local people, but also that they
may be considered negatively. He started
with a question:

how did civilians see us?
Well, I think the word is
mercenary isn’t it? Whether
you were Custer Battles ...
or ArmorGroup [the latter
of whom were described in
subsequent comments as ‘quite
professional’] or some cowboy
mob ... we were [considered to
be] the same. They [civilians]
would see us making our way
through Baghdad. A weapon out
of the window is a weapon out of
the window … the bloke behind
it might be a loose cannon or
67
a complete solid operator.
All you’re going to see is that
weapon. They would have seen
all of us as the invaders, the
68
occupying power
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Duffy, Running the Gauntlet, p. 8.
Beckman, Blackwater, Location 894.
Bjork and Jones, ‘Overcoming the Dilemma’, p. 787
Such phrases as ‘solid operator’ are of course, highly
subjective.
As noted elsewhere in the report, it is important to note
changes over time commented on above within the
context of Iraq.
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Campion, Born Fearless, Location 3223-3225.
Schumacher, A Bloody Business, p. 54.

Making an allied point linked to the sense of
obligation manifest in the cavalier behaviour
of some contractors, replete as they were
with attitudes characteristic of those who
believe themselves to be member of the
occupying power, a British contractor said:

more and more of the big private
military companies are moving
into southern Iraq. Few run
operations like we do, covert
and low-profile. Most burn
around in big convoys of SUVs,
with weapons sticking out of the
windows, making like they own
69
the country
Still others reflected on how far host
populations perceived them in a negative
light and in the words of one U.S
contractor:

the population in Iraq ... perceive
private contractors very, very
negatively. And a lot of it is
negative in the same way they
perceive the U.S military as
negative because we do shove
people off the road, and for
whatever reason we do fire
into houses off the side of the
road ... popping off rounds left
and right and firing flares and
lasers into people’s windshields.
Private security and the U.S
military I think are both equally
guilty in this
As a retired senior U.S military officer wrote
in an email to the author, ‘contractors of
all kinds are a serious irritant to the host
nation population’. This is because ‘they are
unaccountable … and [can and do] impose
their will upon the population in many daily
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encounters’. He followed this up by writing
that some contractor’s ‘force locals off the
road, use the wrong side of the road and
point weapons at civilians’. One British
contractor believed that it was the:

State Department and generally
U.S PSC’s [that] maintain high
profile stances ... this visibly
seems to annoy the people
around – it upsets routine
and they block roads in the
interests of security
Another British contractor thought that
‘some [companies] had instructions to ram
people off the road’. The problem as he
saw it was that ‘they made no distinction
between suicide bomber and children
and women ... this really upsets people’.
Echoed by this respondent and a point
raised by others was the apparent ‘lack
of discipline’ in the teams made worse
by ‘the [poor] command structure or
[non-existent] TLs’. Taken together, these
factors increased the potential for ‘chaos
... once someone opens fire’. Capturing
the challenge of working within this
environment, Schumacher writes:

PMC may or may not have Kevlar
helmets, individual body armor,
bulletproof glass, armored
cars, medical evacuation
helicopters, attack aircraft
circling overhead, trained
medics, and a quick reaction
force that can bail them
out of trouble. If a security
contractor thinks he may be
fired upon with small-arms
fire, there can be no delay in his
reaction time. Riding in standard
SUVs or trucks without armored
plating, contractors are very

exposed. And they know it! They
compensate by asserting a level
of aggressiveness that they
hope will ward off would-be
attackers. The challenge is to
keep their aggression within
the bounds of the rules of
engagement. This is a fine line to
70
walk
As we have seen, some argued that
high profile stances were at least partly
responsible for stimulating the insurgency
through alienating the local population,
though a different view was conveyed by a
British contractor who said ‘it is unlikely that
it [high profile/aggressive posturing] creates
more terrorists’. While the evidence from
Iraq suggests that matters may be more
complex than this respondent allows for, to
support his proposition, he referred to the
conflict in Northern Ireland where:

the IRA created days of
disruption in Belfast in the
1990’s ... but how many people
actually took up arms against
them because they were annoyed
they could not go shopping on
Saturday, or against the RUC for
implementing security measures
is not clear
The rationale for high profile approaches
lay ultimately in the security of the Principal,
an imperative that – understandably –
transcended all other concerns. Yet, while
this overriding objective had the potential to
be achieved in ways that did not necessarily
depend on high profile approaches as we
have already alluded to and will expand
on further below, companies such as
Blackwater who report that they have never
lost a client, were wholly vindicated (as
they might see it) in this ‘tried and trusted’
method. Here, a British contractor stated:

many teams (especially
Blackwater) do not have the
want/need to drop to a low
profile but this alienates them
culturally. In their world, the
only thing that matters is to
provide a safe environment
for their Principal. The side
effects of this [on others
including civilians and members
of the host population] are
not considered in their mission
planning and estimates
Other respondents were more forthright
and, noted one British contractor with
experience of working in a senior role in
Kabul:

they [names a large American
company] are a law unto
themselves – forcing people off
the road, and pointing weapons
at people. [They are] ‘red-neck
hick types’ ... [they] think they
own the country and have no
sense of heart and minds at all
And in the view of a Scottish journalist
commenting on his experience of travelling
in an easily identifiable vehicle:

My real unease stemmed from
... the Americans’ high profile,
armed as they were to the teeth
and travelling in a vehicle that
might as well have had ‘infidel’
painted in big letters across
the side. While I’ve no doubt that
they could have unleashed hell,
and called in shock and awe
back-up had we run into trouble,
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I couldn’t help wishing I had been
sitting alongside my trusted
Afghan driver, Mirwais, in his
clapped-out Corolla that never
71
gets a second look in this city
Alluded to throughout much of the data,
and stated here unambiguously, were the
views of one British contractor who argued
that the low versus high profile approaches
(respectively) were ‘indicative of the British
stance all over the world versus the U.S
stance’. However, whether or not high or

low profile, it is believed that there is a
tendency for many in the host population to
see all companies in the same light where,
it is ‘hard to distinguish between private
security company personnel working with:
foreign military forces and reconstruction
contractors and NGO workers’,72 as
one report puts it.73 As further noted in
this report into perceptions of security
contractors by host populations in
Afghanistan and Angola:

Several respondents referred
to international armed actors,
regardless of their association
... as foreign forces or a ‘bunch
of Americans’. The ... local
population ... had difficulties
in clearly differentiating
between PSCs and the existing
military establishment. PSCs
were not seen as independent
entities but linked to these
international security forces
in general and the US army in
74
particular
With considerable candour, the Senior Vice
President of ArmorGroup North America,
James D. Schmitt, stated that contractors
can be:

viewed as a necessary evil,
and at worst, as trigger happy
thugs who sacrifice America’s
reputation at home and abroad
and damage its strategic
operations by operating as if we
are above the law in the pursuit
of a quick opportunistic buck
Schmitt states that local population’s
negative perceptions of contractors shaped
the wider image of the U.S, and that these
perspectives were understandable given
this ‘expatriate laden presence careening
through their neighborhoods’. With some
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insight, and reflecting on the potential
response to the presence of an occupying
force in the U.S, he added that ‘we might
feel the same way [as the Iraqi people]’.75
As noted earlier, the issue here may be
the visibility (and use of) firearms that can
exacerbate negative perceptions held by
the host population in regard to the kinds
of assets being secured where, in the case
of reconstruction ‘by being armed, an
organisation is more likely to be considered
part of the “aggressive foreign occupation”.’
In turn the organisation ‘may ... forgo the
community liaison so vital to the success
of reconstruction projects’, and reinforcing
a point made numerously throughout the
current report, ‘doing so [being armed]
may in turn also increase the risk of being
attacked’.76 This view of the links between
being armed and being attacked marks
the widely observed difference between
NGOs77 and armed contractors of whom
the latter view weapons as indispensable
tools within high-threat contexts. Seen
from the perspective of a number in the
host population, and worthy of further
reflection by security companies and
their contracting workforce who likely
see themselves as misunderstood and
misrepresented, ‘individuals [in the host
population] expressed ... little sympathy for
people [contractors] continuing to make
money through weapons’.78 This view of
the host population was made possible
by the historical conditions within which
contractors are working where:

the negative history with
gunmen of any kind very likely
influenced the responses from
civilian Afghans ... as the civilian
population suffered repeatedly
from armed militias, it is
difficult for those interviewed
to comprehend the PSCs as a
79
legitimate business sector
Again, worthy of further reflection by
companies, was the impact on the host
population of seeing weapons in plain

view;80 ‘what will the children walking to
school learn when every morning they go
to school and have to pass at least five
men with guns guarding something?’81
The socio-cultural context here concerns
gender roles, where the close association
of men with weapons is believed to
influence the host population’s ‘attitude
... and perpetuate a male image of men
needing to be armed’.82 Here, focus group
respondents in Afghanistan documented
in the report believed that PSCs were
‘perpetuating a “war-like” situation giving
an image of ... masculinity being defined
exclusively through violence, the carrying
of guns and “macho behaviour”.’83 Though
PSCs are not present to convey role models
associated with peace, nonetheless,
their perception by host populations –
particularly for those operating in high
profile ways that local people might read
as aggressive – was of great concern to
respondents in the Swiss Peace report
where it was believed that, ‘PSC staff do
not demonstrate/represent alternative
role models such as the significance of
education ... [and] non violent leadership.’84
The cultural context is all important and:
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given the importance of guns
in the definition of manhood
amongst Pashtun men, more
detailed research on the
impact of the war, militias and
PSCs gender role definition
in Afghanistan needs to be
85
conducted
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David Pratt (2010) ‘The Corporate Warriors who Make a
Killing in Afghanistan’, The Herald of Scotland. 24th July
2010. Available at heraldscotland.com/comment/guestcommentary/the-corporate-warriors-who-make-a-killingin-afghanistan-1.1043304 accessed 7th August 2012.
Bjork and Jones, ‘Overcoming the Dilemmas’, p. 786.
Joras, U. And Schuster, A. [eds.] (2008) Private Security
Companies and Local Populations: An Exploratory Study
of Afghanistan and Angola. Working Paper: Swiss Peace.
Joras and Schuster, Private Security Companies and
Local Populations, p. 21-22.
Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental
Affairs United States Senate (2010) An Uneasy
Relationship: U.S. Reliance on Private Security Firms in
Overseas Operations Hearing. Washington, One Hundred
Tenth Congress. Pp. 1-166; 12-13.
Bjork and Jones, ‘Overcoming the Dilemmas’, p. 780.
Or at least for many in the NGO world, the aspired-to but
rarely fulfilled reality, since the majority of those providing
security to NGOs in Afghanistan for example, are likely
to be carrying weapons the absence of which may leave
NGO staff feeling vulnerable.
Joras and Schuster, ‘Private Security Companies and
Local Populations’, p. 22.
Joras and Schuster, ‘Private Security Companies and
Local Populations’, p. 22’
Of course, we do not wish to be idealistic and argue for
the (wholly impractical) removal of weapons from view.
The point here, however is not to underestimate the
impact of seeing weapons from the perspective of those
who have lived in societies ravaged by war, and may not
wish to be further exposed to these and other symbols of
violence as they might perceive them.
Joras and Schuster, ‘Private Security Companies and
Local Populations’, p. 35.
Joras and Schuster, ‘Private Security Companies and
Local Populations’, p. 35.
Joras and Schuster, ‘Private Security Companies and
Local Populations’, p. 36.
Joras and Schuster, ‘Private Security Companies and
Local Populations’, p. 36.
Joras and Schuster, ‘Private Security Companies and
Local Populations’, p. 36.
Joras and Schuster, ‘Private Security Companies and
Local Populations’, p. 27.

Probing deeper, and chiming with earlier
comments around the ways that high
profile stances (weapons in-sight, and
particular aggressive approaches) can
shape an overall sense of insecurity, a
focus group in Kabul garnering the views
of young leaders and members of civil
society, argued that the presence of
PSCs ‘was sending subliminal messages
that the security situation in Afghanistan
is worse than it is in reality, keeping
foreigners in fear and willing to pay for
armed guards’.86
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6 Factors Believed to
Influence Security Profiles
High profile stances were thought to have
their roots in particular national-military
backgrounds where according to one
U.S contractor, ‘the Americans make
themselves a target driving around high
profile’. Elaborating further, the contractor
explained that these differences turned on
SOPs grounded in:

culture ... that’s just the
difference between the
Americans and the English ...
in the [U.S] military when you
went out of the wire ... your
finger was always on the
butterfly [trigger] of the
50 cal[ibre]. You are always
set up and ready to go, you
always defaulted on the side
of aggression or so it seems,
rather than the other
way round
These views derived from what he saw
as wider political differences between
the U.S and the UK where ‘the death of
a U.S citizen in unacceptable and will
be defended at all costs, even to the
detriment of the wider security situation’.
Reinforcing respondent views noted
throughout the current research, this
meant that ‘in simple terms they believe
they can defend every single American
with sheer force’. And, in contrast a British
contractor discussing his experiences in
Iraq suggested that:

However, robust displays of force were
not dismissed out of hand under certain
conditions, and in making a comparison
with his own ‘national approach’ as some
respondents saw it, a British contractor
stated that ‘the [effectiveness of] the sheer
threat of U.S force [in comparison to] British
diplomacy probably does work in particular
cases’. Yet, in a related sense and located
within the context of high profile/alienation
versus low profile/relative acceptance by
the local population and other contractors,
according to one U.S respondent ‘if you
look at the American versus British train of
thought, it seems that the British assimilate
themselves much more easily into local
culture’. His view was that ‘Americans
export America. We shove it down people’s
throats … I’m not trying to beat ourselves
up, that’s just the way we are for the most
part’. Another U.S contractor said:

‘in terms of [names British
company], the Brits assimilate
better and … I think they are
just more in tune with what’s
going on around them. They don’t
feel that they should react with
such aggression when things
go wrong
As the author Campion sees it:

by immersing yourself in a
foreign culture you can acquire
a depth of knowledge that
enables you to make the right
it was deemed far less important judgements at the right time.
You can be ‘streetwise’ in
to lose a British Ambassador
87
their world
and a CP [close protection]
Team than have a British CP
Team create a situation similar
An alternative view was conveyed by a
scholar who, in response to an email from
to that of the infamous
the author suggesting that the ‘Brits’ were
Blackwater incident
disposed to assimilating themselves with
local populations, replied:
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there’s this romantic view of
the British Tommy being able to
blend in ... but I’m not sure it’s
particularly true actually. In
Iraq it was utter balls, frankly.
Some of the strategies used in
Basra were farcical
It was the view of one British contractor
that ‘cultural differences are obvious
from the point of view of the enemy’,
and drawing distinctions between the
persistent binary of the ‘British versus the
American approach’ noted throughout
interviews and observation, said that ‘Brits
are generally uncomfortable with “laying it
on thick” [security]’, and as a result they
tend to believe ‘the security situation is
worsened by a high profile’. He supported
this proposition through recounting a recent
experience where the Regional Security
Officer in the U.S Embassy in Baghdad
‘informed U.S diplomats and staff that
under no circumstances are they allowed
to travel with [the British company ********]
as they don’t do security like us [the State
Department]’. Rather than taking this
directive as a snub, the contractor went on
to say that ‘the British security teams that
... guard the U.S Forces 2nd in command
in the country were immensely proud of this
comment as it was a realisation as to how
we do business!’ Their pride flowed from
being seen as different from those providing
security for the State Department whose
approach was frequently disparaged by
members of the sample. He then outlined
a business case for the more discreet
approach, where ‘because the profile is
lower, less resources are used and it is
therefore cheaper’. Framed in pragmatic
terms, and suggested above, he noted
finally that ‘deterrence cannot be measured
so the cheaper option in security is normally
the more favourable’.
However, while national-culture may go
some way to explain attitudes towards,
and particular practices of security profile,

matters are considerably more complex.
For example, a British contractor noted
that the:

Government of ‘clients’ and
their respective insurance
packages states that the
client must have an armoured
SUV and ten operators etc ...
one American I spoke with in
Baghdad years ago loved the
way I worked, and thought it
was great, but couldn’t achieve
the same because his client’s
insurance stated he had to have
men with guns and use armoured
vehicles
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Campion, Born Fearless, Location 1038.
These constraints go further still and in addition to
the author’s observation of what might be called the
contractor ‘visa debacle’ in Afghanistan in 2010 (likely
to be ongoing in various forms), turned on the incessant
bureaucratic demands placed on companies and
contractors in Iraq to the current day.
Putting ourselves in the shoes of the host population,
what would it mean to have a bottle of frozen water
thrown in the front of one’s vehicle? The throwers intent
may not fit with the drivers understanding of this practice,
or at least reading this act as a ‘warning’ may take time
to permeate local stocks of knowledge. (Also see also
footnote 40).

Given the constraints faced by PMSC,
it is unclear how many might opt for a
less visible approach, as external criteria
(insurance requirements, health and safety
directives and so forth) shape their working
practices on the ground.88

6.1 Inside the High
Profile Mindset
What does it mean for contractors to
practice such conspicuous and aggressive
approaches as perceived by respondents
above? How are these stances seen
from the inside, as it were? The former
Blackwater employee Beckman writes
‘typically we drove aggressively from the
second we left til the second we came back
into the Green Zone’. He went on to note
that ‘the lead vehicle had the responsibility
for “making the hole” for the rest to follow’.
This involved ‘herding cars to the sides
of the road ahead of us … top gunners
would throw bottles of frozen water [to
warn drivers]’.89 One of his team would
use a shotgun to ‘spider the windshield of
the oncoming car … scary enough for the
driver to always jam on the breaks [sic]’.
He then shifts from a description of these
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7 ‘You Need to have Something About You’:
Low Profile
90
91

92
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94

Duffy, Running the Gauntlet, p. 68.
Though statistics detailing contractor deaths are difficult
to substantiate, the following link provides one possible
starting point: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_private_
contractor_deaths_in_Iraq accessed 4th October 2012.
See John Nagl’s work that sheds some light on the
potential differences between US and British military
culture in respect of the relative hierarchical rigidity in
the U.S military and its concomitant narrow decisionmaking parameters, versus the looser structure in the
British Army. [Nagl, J. (2005) Learning to Eat Soup with
a Knife. Counterinsurgency Lessons from Malaya to
Vietnam. Chicago: Chicago University Press]. Also see
Coalition Provisional Authority Number 17 which is widely
understood to have provided contractors with immunity
from prosecution with unknown implications for
subsequent approaches to conducting security work.
Available at: usace.army.mil/Portals/2/docs/COALITION_
PROVISIONAL.pdf accessed 4th October 2012.
Beckman, From the Inside Out, Location 860-874.
Duffy, Running the Gauntlet, p. 136.
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practices to the ways that they made him
feel where he recalled how ‘the sound
of the shotgun booming behind us was
always a rush’. With some clear masculine
pride, Beckman discusses the ‘pimped out
Ford F150s with lacquer camouflage paint
jobs … all dressed in tons of assault gear’
which resulted in ‘feeling [our] testosterone
rage all the time’. As the British contractor
Duffy argues and an observation relevant
to the current case, ‘when the profile [is]
aggressive ... inevitably the team itself
would be pumped up with adrenaline’.90
Some will be concerned at reading of
Beckman’s reverence for the aggressive
approach and this is understandable.
However, it should not be taken entirely
at face value, and likely derives from a
combination of literary framing and sense
of sub-culturally institutionalised defiance
within the context of the mounting toll
of contractor deaths and injuries.91
Nonetheless, the ways in which the
text speaks to a normalisation of - and
critically from the perspective of those who
abhor this aggressive approach - outright
celebration of these activities, it could be
seen as a problem and in microcosm help
to explain one of the numerous dynamics
underpinning Iraq’s spiralling insecurities
at this time. More striking, and a point
reinforced throughout the current research,
this presentation of events is shaped by
the continual sense of amazement that he
and his colleagues were able to conduct
themselves in ways that would otherwise
attract severe sanction in their home
country. Free of many of the social, legal
and military constraints92 that have shaped
behaviour to this point, the exceptional
conditions of Iraq provided opportunities
for the use of ‘initiative’ under pressure that
might not always be beneficial for the wider
security climate. One such story recalls
how Beckman and his team ‘T-boned’ a
suspicious pick-up truck using their ‘big
bumper … (big kudos to the KBR guys that
made that it)’ that led to the truck ‘cleanly
breaking in half … right behind the driver’s
seat’.

Following this incident there was ‘chatter
on the radio from the trucks behind saying
“holy shit did you see that hit?”.’ Yet, the
reader remains ignorant, as is common in
the regaling of many such tales, of what
followed once the PSD had left the scene;
what were the far reaching repercussions
of such an incident? Was this truck central
to the livelihood of the Iraqi(s) concerned?
How far did it anger the local population? If
angered, how did this manifest itself? Was
this the only course of action open to these
contractors? His attention then turns to the
‘detail that was running what … was called
the “hate truck”.’ Beckman described this
as ‘a Suburban with the back and rear side
windows removed so guys could sit in the
back and operate several machine guns’,93
a phenomena further underscoring identity
work that turned on the primacy of security
through intimidation and hardly likely to
win hearts and minds. Yet, at times British
contractors also worked on contracts with
SOPs that troubled other of their national
peers. As the British contractor Duffy writes
in his recollections of working on a highprofile State Department contract:

Like all our trucks, we had the
warning sign attached to our
tail gate, telling everyone to
stay back at least one hundred
metres. Anyone breaking this
rule would either be a suicide
bomber or a complete fool,
which in my eyes are both one
94
and the same
The suicide bomber/fool binary, while
providing for a decisive approach to security
for the contractors, nevertheless overlooks
the likelihood that local drivers may, and
undoubtedly do at times, make simple
mistakes that has resulted in the death and
injury of an unknown yet significant number
of them, as indicated above.

Though the limits of high profile approaches
to security have been considered through
the eyes of respondents and their allied
identity work turning on self designation
and disassociation from the mercenary
caricature, notwithstanding the specific
nature of the services they provided, other
companies operated at the far end of the
spectrum. It is to a consideration of these
that discussion now turns.
One British contractor – perhaps with a hint
of irony since it is difficult to imagine that
he had the abundance of time to which he
alludes - nonetheless paints a qualitatively
different picture to that considered above,
‘low profile?’ he said, ‘to me ... this means
you spend the first 6 weeks in a new
country just chilling-out and tuning into
the vibe’. Presented in different terms but
striking a similar chord, Campion notes
that ‘getting in tune with the daily pulse
of a place is key to survival’.95 Though
stated in a nonchalant fashion given the
context within which the former contractor
worked, was evidence of a very much
more measured and instrumental process
that involved him, somewhat intuitively, in
a close study of the identity work of local
men. This ongoing observation informed
the means by which the contractor was
able to mimic local body language in order
to reduce profile, as he provided security
to clients within the city and beyond, in
the provinces. To illustrate, the contractor
simulated ‘smoking in a certain way ... like
the locals’, and discussed both experience
and scenario as a car passenger waiting in
a slow moving queue of traffic at a vehicle
check point. Here, he bent his head over
to one side, pushed out his right arm as if it
were perched on the car’s door frame, and
blew a cloud of cigarette smoke up to his
right (he was smoking at the time). Campion
also notes that while in the military, he was
‘taught the subtleties of learning to read
body language.’ This experience helped
him ‘to detect when someone was actually
posturing for trouble’ because ‘people
often telegraph their intent [which is useful
for] dealing with local warlords, militias and
other volatile groups’.96 With relevance
for earlier comments around high profile
approaches as a form of compensation for

the sense of vulnerability experienced by
those contractors driving on roads where
they could be killed in an instant, Campion
also goes on to argue that:
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Campion, Born Fearless, Location 2083.
Campion, Born Fearless, Location 1059-1061.
Campion, Born Fearless, Location 1062-1065.

people who are easy in their
mindset demonstrate it in their
appearance: there’s no need to
stand up and make themselves
appear bigger, or thrust out
their chest. They move slower,
and are not always searching
for back-up or an exit point. And
the guy who removes his watch,
or has a hand behind his back
gripping an ashtray or pistol, is
unlikely to be your best friend.
In a sense, a lot of this is second
nature. But making the process
conscious and overt by learning
97
it serves to sharpen it
The previous contractor observing and
replicating the idiosyncrasies of ‘smoking
like a local’ also recalled how he used the
car’s sun visor to partly obscure his face
(a prime indicator of his Western origins)
so as to further ease passage. His smallarm was hidden from view and his local
driver was employed by the company, with
a further role of conducting negotiations
with (familiar) local men at the numerous
check points they would encounter on any
one trip. His colleague discussed a similar
scenario, going on to provide a rationale
for why such an approach might be used
where he noted:

I wouldn’t get you to dress
up [put on a disguise], but I
would still put you in that low
profile car. This is because if
there is something nasty at the
checkpoint, by the time they get
their first glance, it can be too
late for them to make a decision
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don’t give them any reason
to give you a second stare
or a second glance. Reduce
everything to the last minute ...
most checkpoints you are driving
through, the [local] driver can
do all the talking

one covert technique, widely
used by armed contractors in
the days immediately following
the initial occupation, includes
driving standard Iraqi vehicles,
such as Mazdas or Toyotas. They
immerse themselves in the local
population, hiring local civilians
to work with them and develop
contacts and friendships in the
area. To fit in with the locals,
they drive with their windows
up and air conditioning on, hair
unkempt, mustaches and beards
grown out. Women contractors
wear head scarves, while men
wear loose-fitting shirt and
98
sandals

He also recalled how some contractors
‘wore a shemagh, grew beards and put
on make-up’, though recognised that local
men would eventually, and in most cases,
rapidly identify foreigners trying to pass
themselves off as indigenous men. In a
similar sense, as Schumacher notes:

The point however, was that these kinds of
approaches were on the extreme end of the
spectrum to those involving ‘driving 6 miles
of road in 6 high profile vehicles’ and, linked
to this, a contractor stated that one U.S
media network ‘didn’t want to work with the
Americans [high profile] because they knew

In this way, as the respondent noted, the
ability for the men at the checkpoint to
react to conditions of their own choosing
would be undermined, ‘“Shit!” ... they
might say “I should have seen him coming
2 miles ago!”’. Consequently he argued,
their ‘whole dicking procedure – [the means
by which they communicate between
themselves in order to obtain a tactical
advantage] ... would be disrupted. You pull
that percentage back in your favour [and
they’ll probably think] “we’ll let this one go,
maybe next time”’. As he put it:

they could never achieve their aims’. It was
believed that the low profile approach had
a number of benefits, and as Schumacher
puts it:

it reduces their visibility as
foreigners as well as the
number of attacks against
them. These techniques have the
added benefit of much greater
acceptance in the local, national
99
and international community
It wasn’t just the relative acceptability to be
gained from locals (though Schumacher
makes a somewhat speculative point here)
that is important, but also the potential
psychological effect on contractors
themselves of carrying out their work
in a low profile stance. Reflecting wider
comments from the research of those
that felt more at ease with this approach,
was the possibility for some to develop
a different kind of – albeit transitory relationship with local people with whom
they had necessarily to share the congested
urban space. Looking back on his previous
role, the British contractor Duffy stated
that ‘when I had travelled through in a low
profile team, I had felt almost part of the
indigenous population to a degree and no
one paid any attention’. The key point here
was that being ‘in the traffic jams with them
[we] saw the beggars and filth up-close
and personal’. In contrast, the combination
of speed (traffic permitting), together
with the explicit attempt to differentiate
themselves from their environment through
a high profile stance created a sense of
psychological detachment and unreality. As
he notes:

now, flying through at warp
speed, I felt completely detached
and in my own little bubble.
It was almost like glancing
at pictures in an album as you
flick through with disinterest;
nothing seemed real and the
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people themselves were just
a blur100

98 Schumacher, A Bloody Business, p. 169
99 Schumacher, A Bloody Business, p. 169.
100 Duffy, Running the Gauntlet, p. 70.

While that might be the case, and is
certainly an argument for approaches less
likely to alienate the local population and
others intending to cause injury and in
some cases death to contractors, another
conceded that, despite his preference for a
discreet approach, there was ‘also a time
and place for what I would call the high
profile “bully boy presence”’.

7.1 Employing Local Nationals
Picking up on a point made by Schumacher
and touched on earlier, one contractor
went on to stress the importance of ‘using
local support’ (employing local men in a
security role) in sharp contradistinction to
many, perhaps the majority of companies
who actively distanced themselves from the
host population, underscored here in the
words of a U.S contractor who said that he
had ‘never seen a local national working for
Blackwater in a Personal Security Detail’.
He went on to say that ‘while there’s issues
involved with that [employing local people]
... (you have to do your background checks
etc) ... if you are in someone else’s country,
to negate using them is an insult’. He
recalled that:

we were the first to use locals
and other companies were
turning around and saying ‘how
the fuck can you use locals?’ …
‘Quite easily we would say. It’s
not the first time the British and
others have used locals in Iraq’,
but they just don’t understand
And as Campion also stated, ‘during my
years serving in the military I’d learned to
appreciate the value of local knowledge,
and the intelligence it can yield’. For
him, ‘the advantages of satellite imagery,
surveillance drones and communications
intercepts’ was helpful, but ultimately
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‘nothing beats the intel you can glean from
a local person on the ground’.101 He goes
on to report how a group of local men were
‘transformed into a force that acted as a
barrier, should it all go noisy, allowing us
to escape with the clients’. Their use is to
be instrumental and measured such that
Campion intended ‘to use Ahmed’s guys to
buy us time, so we can get the client into a
vehicle and hit one of our escape routes’.
The key here is to provide them with limited
training102 where:

As Duffy notes of local men working for his
company in Iraq:

guys like them in the teams were
a great asset because, not only
did they know the routes better
but also, being local, they would
normally be able to tell if
something wasn’t right or out of
place and could be an advanced
warning to us. They were usually
we don’t give them lessons in
experienced men too. They had
marksmanship, and we don’t teach friends and contacts all over
them to use their sights properly, so they could always get you
or to hit a target. The average guy around the red tape of the young
105
on our detail still couldn’t hit
Iraqi guards
a barn door at ten paces, even
after completing the course, and
And in a similar vein, potential benefits
103
I want it to stay that way
of employing local men are captured

101 Campion, Born Fearless, Location 1022.
102 Though, views differ amongst contractors around how
far local national’s should be trained, with others arguing
that they should be as highly trained as their Western
expatriate superiors.
103 Campion, Born Fearless, Location 3116.
104 Russell Blair (2007) Contractor Confessions: Tales from
Iraq. The Independent Texan Press. Kindle Edition. p. 24.
105 Duffy, Running the Gauntlet, p.8.
106 Schumacher, A Bloody Business, p. 169.
107 Bjork and Jones, ‘Overcoming the Dilemmas’, p. 791.
108 The growing tendency for members of the international
community (conceived of in the widest sense),
to be physically isolated from their beneficiaries/
host populations is documented and analysed in its
architectural manifestation in work by Mark Duffield.
See Duffield, M. (2010) ‘Risk-Management and the
Fortified Aid Compound: Everyday Life in PostInterventionary Society’, 4(4); 453-474.
109 Storm, Pushing the Envelope, pp. 164-165.
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The U.S contractor Russell Blair discusses
his suspicion that local Iraqi’s working on
his compound ‘were giving coordinates
to the enemy to help direct their bombs
in’. In turn, and tellingly for this particular
line of enquiry, he argues that ‘you don’t
trust nobody that’s not an American ...
Nobody’.104 Continuing with the theme of
building capacity through employing local
national men, the contractor in favour of
using local employment went on to say ‘well
it’s their country they know where to go,
they’ve got the relationships and they’ve
got the contacts’. Not only was there a
business case for employing local people,
but also that this practice had the potential
to enhance cultural understanding between
contractor and host where:

we can sit back here and do
lessons on culture, but you will
never know about the culture
from a classroom setting. Its
gotta’ come from experience ...
we’ve always operated on that
ethos

here where, as Schumacher states ‘the
indigenous workers will frequently tip-off
contractors to impending enemy activity,
either by their sudden absence from work
or by directly furnishing information’. Yet,
on the down side, he also argues that ‘one
never knows when an Iraqi employee has
sold out to the enemy’.106 This approach
necessitated an intelligence-led, low profile
presence that many clients preferred, as
indicated above in the case of the journalist
and the media organization. A further point
to note is that use of local people could
help to shape perception of the company in
question where:

foreign organisations need to
understand the perceptions
held by the community; on this
basis they ... [can address] the
‘visible’s [including] a siege
mentality and a lack of dialogue
107
with local communities’
As Storm puts it in regard to his peers’
unfamiliarity with anywhere but the U.S, the
ways in which the so-called siege mentality
may be facilitated through recreating a

sense of home within the wire,108 and
the implications for exposure to different
contexts, ‘some of these guys have not
been out of their home state, much less out
of the country. What a sight to see: grown
men in awe of the rest of the world’.109

7.2 Contingency as Key
During an informal conversation with
members of a company specialising in
low profile approaches, one contractor
reflected on the importance of detailed
contingency planning, contrasted with
those he perceived were constrained by a
fixed mind-set whereby their only response
was to hit the roads ‘all guns blazing’.
The contractor elaborated further on this
aggressive approach when he said that:

once the pattern has been set,
the mindset is fixed and when
given a job, [those guys] will
say ‘right we need this number
of armoured vehicles, that
number of men etc’, whereas
contingency planning is key

The author recently encountered a
similarly fixed mindset within the context
of his attempt to carry out participant
observation of a CP course to gather
data for the current research, in this case
run by U.S former military personnel.
An email from the company stressed
the importance of ‘combat training’ and
‘combat experience’ as essential course
pre-requisites that in turn, meant I failed
to meet the attendance criteria despite
my successful completion of a similar
course in the U.S a few months earlier.
Probing my suitability for their particular
course, an instructor writes:

To start off I need to know how
recently you were in the [branch
of the British military] and what
your job was, I also need to
know what tactical and weapons
training you have had and what
combat experience you have
had … you must [have had] a
combat job description while
in the military

The key omission in my experience
was recent (in the last 3 years) combat
experience meaning that I was refused
permission to attend. Given what is
presumed to be the combat focused nature
of the training provided in this instance, and
the associated ways in which the role is
approached on operations, it is unsurprising
that this kind of experience is required. Yet,
it does highlight the unquestioned starting
point for many training companies and
others providing and using CP services
in regions deemed hostile that, as we
see below, may cause problems out on
the ground through incorrigible, combat
oriented (high) profile approaches. It is the
unquestioned assumptions around the
manner in which particular services are
to be provided that concerned this British
contractor when he argued, ‘they will say
“the threat is out on the road so let’s put 10
cars instead of 3 cars out there ... that will
protect us”. An alternative approach was
advocated by two contractors during an
informal discussion, of whom one said:

let’s reduce our profile,
change how we look, and rather
than go down that road, go
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Campion, Born Fearless, Location 3004-3006.
Campion, Born Fearless, Location 2810.
Duffy, Running the Gauntlet, p. 303.
A British contractor stated that ‘most guys operating
wouldn’t understand the term risk assessment as they see
every passer-by as a target or threat. As I witnessed in
Iraq (I lived there for years), many chaps with guns opened
up on civilians as a matter of daily occurrence because
they had no idea at all of how to assess the risk. [How
to understand risk] should be [formalised] with everyone
from company directors down to guys on the ground, set
in SOP’s and established in their training’ (Personal email
to author).
114 Campion, Born Fearless, Location 2993-2994.
115 Campion, Born Fearless, Location 3078.
110
111
112
113

down another road. Or we’ll
change the timings and ensure
that our local guys are told at
the last possible minute about
routes and other plans for
the job. It’s not rocket science.
It’s about sitting back, taking a
different approach and using
common sense
As Campion noted of one particular
company in Iraq:

they do the run using two
4×4s. They use one as a back-up
vehicle, but neither of them is
armoured. They have no other
wagons, and no covert vehicles
of any sort. They don’t appear
to vary the route they drive, and
they haven’t spot-coded that
route, or any alternatives. Plus
they’ve not recced [mapped out]
110
any escape options
In contrast to his obvious delight at the U.S
tendency to be ‘gung ho’ noted above, he
also states that his own preference was to
be as low a profile as possible – ‘just as we
always had done when on operations with
the elite military units that I’ve trained and
served with’.111 As Duffy notes:

keep weapons covered up ... the
vehicles you use [should] look
like any other vehicle you’re
likely to come across on the
roads out here, not white SUVs
with a bunch of cammed up
retards in the back. Secondly,
the tactics and SOP’s are
completely different. You go
with the flow of the traffic, you
make sure that you don’t draw
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any attention to yourself; you
dress like anyone else on the
road or the street. Everything
you do is kept on the covert side,
whether it’s comms or even the
way you approach a check point.
You make sure that if anyone
looks in your direction, that they
see nothing that would cause
them to give a second glance.
And that includes wearing a pair
of big sun glasses that I saw you
wearing just five minutes ago as
you arrived, sat in the front seat
112
of your big white SUV
The aim for Campion and others operating
in a similar manner, was to ask the following
questions ‘how will I be targeted? What
is the threat? What are the risks to us
and how can we minimise them? It is
all about ‘risk mitigation’ said a British
contractor.113 While there is little doubt
that these questions will be at the forefront
of all contractor’s minds, and it might be
assumed, factored into SOPs, no matter
what their profile, the stress here was on
the ‘best possible procedure ... that was
not fixed’. As this British contractor went
on to say, this sometimes involved ‘creative
thinking’ to ensure that ‘the client gets back
safely’. To illustrate, another contractor
working for the same company recalled
when they were provided with ‘2 brand
new, bright red [Toyota] Landcruisers’ by
one of the organizations they were working
with. The first thing they did was get them
re-sprayed in a bland greyish colour and
put stickers on them, thereby bringing their
appearance more into line with comparable
vehicles in the city. As Campion records in a
similar sense, ‘we mount up their gleaming
4×4, and Ive got one thought foremost in
my mind: bullet-magnet’. He provides a
further example when recalling ‘driving this
pristine white Toyota Land Cruiser, which
is unarmoured. It practically screams out
who’s inside it: Westerners, and a prime
prospect for a very lucrative kidnapping’.114

Alternatively, dressed in ‘shemaghs,
dishdashes and shades ... and driving a
battered GMC’, Campion even goes so
far as to strap a ‘giant pink sofa’ on to the
back of the vehicle, describing the team’s
rationale in the following terms:

no one will ever suspect that a
pink-sofa-carrying GMC is being
driven by a couple of ‘white-eye’
private operators. We’ve had time
to grow beards and acquire a
proper tan, and we figure we’re
pretty much indistinguishable
from the local furniture115
delivery guys
Though inviting readers to reflect on
what must have been something of a
bizarre sight, once again caution should
be exercised about the empirical validity
of this claim given its literary framing. In
addition, frequent mention in the text
of the vehicle over time and in different
contexts - replete as it is with a pink sofa
- might conversely, arouse suspicion since
delivery of furniture is usually a one-off
affair and even in the chaos of Iraq, it
might be assumed that a giant pink sofa
is conspicuous and thus memorable. In
graphically demonstrating the ways that a
more discreet approach had the potential to
challenge convention, the contractor hailing
from a Commonwealth country relayed the
following story, reproduced here in full:

We had this ex U.S Commander
who we had to get to ******** in
200*, where high profile convoys
were getting hit regularly. And
we said ‘right, we are going to
have 4 cars with one 30 minutes
up the road and 2 close together
with the other at the rear (all
low profile).’ And he says ‘what
the fuck, you must be mad!’ We
replied ‘well of course we are

for being here, but from our
own experiences this is what is
going to work without anyone
being involved in any shooting
matches or showing who has
the biggest biceps or anything
... It is going to be quite boring,
but we will get you to where you
want to go without incident.’
We got there without incident,
and he said ‘that was amazing. I
would never have thought that
could have been done’. And don’t
forget, this was coming from an
American Commander!
However, he argued that ‘not everyone
can operate in that [low profile] way. You
know, you have to have something about
you’. His belief - far from consensual
since it was countered by others below
- concerned the importance of ‘having
a Special Forces background [and] a
British background adds to that … the
Southern hemisphere countries seem
to be very good at it as well’. To work
effectively in this way, he registered the
importance of ‘attitude. We have [tried to
work with] people who cannot operate in
low profile. They love the comfort of having
10 vehicles and 6000 guns hanging off
them’. He understood this to be linked
to the ‘level of the skill they have had
through their [military] careers, and they’ve
probably never operated outside of that’.
He then said ‘I look at these people and
see them as one dimensional. They’ve
probably gone down a different route
in the military and they don’t know
any different’. Picking up on a theme
discussed further below in regard to the
transition from military life to the world of
the contractor via the old boy’s network,
he stated that ‘contracting is [often] done
in the sort of environment you go to if you
don’t know any different. It can be quite
intimidating to explore different options’.
In contrast to the bigger companies he
sought out individuals with:

backgrounds [that] represent
something a little bit different
... [their] skill sets are a bit
out of the ordinary and also I
believe in influencing the guys
who are coming up. A lot of this
is about selection of people
coming in. With big companies,
it is just about bums on seats
and ... a lot of them have diluted
their contracts. They say ‘right
we’ve got a big contract so let’s
just get a hundred guys. We’ll
give them a bit of in-country
training and then send them out
on the roads’
A key element of those selected to work for
the company concerned how far they were
‘comfortable with themselves’, he noted.
This respondent continued in more specific
terms:

I don’t want someone to go on
the ground and fight. I want
someone to go on the ground
and talk, plan for contingencies
and negotiate. Everyone who
goes on the ground should
understand crisis management
and the procedures that need to
go into place – you have [always]
to plan for something going
wrong, you know, what happens
if you don’t get the perfect
day? If it does go wrong, the guy
on the ground needs to take
control of the situation first
... then he feeds it back here or
wherever the dedicated crisis
team might be
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A further example of what is perceived as
‘the wrong mindset’ is discussed next,
where another contractor recalled ‘working
with Delta [Delta Force]’ in Iraq … ‘they
were doing surveillance work but they had
black BMW cars with huge black wheels,
and 4 in each vehicle’. In his view, they
‘looked just like gangsters in pimp’s cars!’
He was unable to understand how these
contractors could believe themselves
discreet in their appearance and argued
that ‘they just don’t get it’. What he
understood as a lack of insight was put
down to ‘their training ... if you look at
anything they do it is always in numbers
[of people]’. He elaborated further, ‘I’m not
sure if it is a lack of belief in themselves,
or the skills, or just their confidence. It’s a
different mentality’. Campion also records
his experience of ‘U.S intelligence types’
who appear in the airport terminal building
upon the arrival of himself and a colleague
into Kabul International Airport where:

they follow us into the terminal,
which is more of a ruined old
shed. They’re shadowing our
every move. Every time we
stop, they stop. Every time we
move, they move. They have the
surveillance skills of a clown
on a unicycle. Tommo and I are
torn between finding it hilarious
116
and hugely annoying
Once again, we note diversity of perception
and divergent understandings of what
might be seen to constitute a particular
profile, in this case with regard to
surveillance. Returning to earlier comments
about the criteria for specific profiles, on the
topic of the frequently invoked ‘benchmark
experience’ of Northern Ireland, a British
contractor said:

some think they are low profile,
but they still have the guns
hanging out. They just don’t have
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the experience to carry it off.
The Brits have this as their forte
with NI, because that was the
only way you could operate
Reflecting in a more speculative sense on
the use of a discreet approach, another
contractor believed that ‘a low profile may
create an air of uncertainty amongst the
enemy’. In this way, ‘they [insurgents] may
see a team being discreet and either believe
it to be weak or ... too soft to actually be
important’. Alternatively, this stance may
indicate the presence of ‘a number of
covert assets (snipers, counter surveillance
etc)’ in ways that might trouble potential
attackers. In those situations where options
were limited, a U.S contractor said ‘it was
... good to use low profile because [in]
some of the places ... there is only one
way in and one way out’. Easily identifiable,
the vehicle movement could come to
the attention of insurgents who may plan
ahead, ‘in Baghdad if you came in with the
typical 3 or 4 SUV’s everyone knew who
you were, and then they can ambush you
on the way out’. This in contrast to ‘other
missions travelling across the countryside
[where] it was better to go high profile –
because you were going to be too far away
[if things went wrong]’. Yet, the hazards of
going low profile are that friendly forces may
mistake teams for hostile actors leading to
blue-on-blue incidents where according to
a U.S contractor, ‘you could end up getting
stuck in a firefight with everybody ... things
can go bad and that was always something
you had to keep in mind’. Recalling his
experiences in Iraq, he said:

it happened a couple of times
– you had a coalition team out
there and suddenly they were
in a fight with the bad guys and
another team. It was difficult
for them to really identify
themselves

In Duffy’s view:

the Americans have always been
very trigger happy and there
have been numerous occasions
of blue on blue (friendly fire)
incidents between U.S and
other coalition forces. But
it wasn’t just the American
Army, other PSD teams in high
profile vehicles tore around
the city like it was the Wild
West, shooting up anything
that moved. Some high profile
companies were professional
and conducted themselves in a
much more controlled manner,
and these tended to be mainly
British companies. Some of the
American companies behaved like
117
they were in the Mad Max films
A British contractor stated with some
sadness that ‘there was a team that took
a low profile and three got killed’. This
incident had affected him personally since
he had ‘worked alongside one of the blokes
involved ... I bet [the others] are still beating
themselves up thinking “why did we do
that?”.’ As a British contractor reported ‘we
have been shot at about 4 or 5 times, but
it has all been by the Blackwaters. They will
run you off the road, and their argument
is “well you chose to be low profile”.’ As
Schumacher notes:

the downside to the lowprofile concept is that military
and police personnel may
be wary of these disguised
contractors and in the heat
of the moment become highly
suspicious. If they are spotted
with hidden weapons, they can
be mistaken for insurgents

and subsequently fired upon by
118
coalition forces
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Campion, Born Fearless, Location 919.
Duffy, Running the Gauntlet, p. 8.
Schumacher, A Bloody Business, p. 169.
Duffy, Running the Gauntlet, p. 91.
Duffy, Running the Gauntlet, p. 64.

Yet, in the case of Duffy, a contractor who
had worked predominantly in a low profile
role, the opportunity to be hired by a
company with a U.S contract meant that he
had necessarily to switch to a high profile
approach. Though he stated that ‘it wasn’t
his cup of tea’, and that it was a stance
he felt ‘uncomfortable’ with, his view was
that a ‘well trained and experienced team’
helped the profile ‘to work’ and that ‘we
conducted ourselves like it should be done
and not like some of the cowboys we had
seen elsewhere’.119 Here, he explains the
challenges faced in making the transition
from a low profile to a high profile mindset:

I didn’t cherish the thought of
working overt because, from
what I had seen, they were
nothing but bomb and bullet
magnets. I had a few friends
working for similar companies
and what I was hearing, didn’t
fill me with enthusiasm for the
job. After working in Iraq for
over a year, conducting my SOP’s
and tactics in a way in which
the main aim was not to draw
attention to myself and to blend
in, going in the opposite direction
120
felt alien to me
While conducting high profile operations,
this particular contractor felt compelled
to distance himself and his team from the
‘scourge of the industry’, the archetypal
cowboy figure. Despite working to a broadly
similar agenda, the consequence of security
actors adopting sharply contrasting security
profiles likely adds to the overall sense of
chaos and confusion for local people, the
military and contractors alike.
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8 The Role of
Military Background
In further explaining
how and why particular
contractors dressed as they
did, presented themselves
in high and low profile
ways, and were believed to
be suitable (or otherwise)
for employment in private
security – specifically the
armed CP role – respondents
discussed the relevance of
military background.

121 Storm, Pushing the Envelope, Location 1454.
122 Campion, Born Fearless, Location 1387.
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Overall, they acknowledged that the
industry was run ‘on the old boys network’
and as one of a number of the longer term
legacies of military service, ‘it is a fact
worth reiterating … that you get into the
industry by who you know above all else’,
believed one British contractor. However,
his view was that ‘this should be stopped’,
because ultimately nepotism ‘was bad for
the industry’ since it was more likely ‘to let
contractors in who were below par’.

8.1 Staying and Fighting
In a related sense, respondents’ frequently
saw the behaviour of the contracting
community as a product of their previous
military role and sub-culture. For example,
one British contractor said ‘well, the Paras
[talking of former members of the Parachute
Regiment] like to punch a guy and have a
pint’. He went on to argue that those who
were ‘the problem’ and responsible for
‘random shootings’ were generally from
the combat arms and elaborating further
said, ‘you know, Infantry, Rangers, Marines
and guys from that kind of background
... their way was kill “em all, shoot “em
up’. Running counter to views expressed
above around the suitability of former British
Special Forces personnel to low profile
CP work discussed within the context of
a particular company, and a reminder of
the wide range of inconsistent perceptions
about one another’s aptitude for particular
kinds of security work, a British training
contractor asserted that ‘even the Special
Forces don’t have the right mindset to do
this job … because of their aggressive
nature and their aggressive roles. It doesn’t
cross over’. He believed that the long-term
legacy of their former military occupational
culture was seen to be responsible for their
lack of ‘the good communication and social
skills [one needs] to do this job’. Those
military backgrounds thought to be useful
for CP and PSD were mentioned by a U.S
contractor who stated that:

I did some time during my [names
a particular branch of the U.S
military] days with the Royal Air
Force Regiment and so learned
a lot about how to operate in an

urban environment in Northern
Ireland
The key here was the use of minimum
force, seen by another U.S contractor to be
the preserve of:

cops, and some SF [Special
Forces] people who have been
in law enforcement and former
military police ... [they] were
good because they had worked
with limited use of force
policies and had worked in
places where you can’t shoot
everybody!
While something of a throwaway comment
and with some humour, he finished with
an important observation, ‘and remember
the cops, unlike the Ghurkas, are better
drivers!’ He went on to argue that ‘the SAS
guys had one way of doing things which
was good ... and it was my way of doing
things’. Another U.S contractor argued that
the ‘Royal Marine kind of guy is just another
version of the U.S Marine … you know “we
can bring more weapons to bare”, and
that sort of thing. It was just the way they
were schooled’. Appearing to contradict
this respondent, depending on how one
defines ‘good soldiers’ and the extent to
which particular skill-sets crossover into the
commercial world, a British contractor said
‘most of the [Royal] Marines are switched
on – they are bloody good soldiers’. In
concurring with this view, another British
respondent said that:

[Royal] Marines have done
policing work and they are
particularly good in the role
since they combine policing and
other military skills ... they have
the mentality of the infantry/
Royal Military Police, but it is
‘tamed’

The reference here to restraint, where
the RM ‘mentality’ was believed to be
‘tamed’ in contrast to others in the combat
arms, stood in contrast to the views of a
U.S contractor who argued that the SF
backgrounds of Blackwater employees
disposed them to ‘fight [their] way out with
guns rather than putting the pedal to the
metal, and driving down the sidewalk’. In
a similar sense, Storm recollects veteran
colleagues’ frequent discussions about
their military experiences, where they
would ask one another about previous
‘confirmed kills, trigger time and how
many KIAs there had been’. Within the
context of his current contract, he notes
how peers would start the shift by saying
‘how are you today, did ya” get trigger
time yesterday?’ Storm’s own view was
that discussions of this kind ‘were pretty
stupid’ and he made an active attempt to
distance himself ‘from any conversation that
involved these questions’. While valid ‘in the
proper forum and situation’ he concluded
that ‘they shouldn’t be asked on a daily
basis’.121 A U.S contractor reflected with
obvious pride on the ‘10 or 12 situations
when I could have shot people and would
have been justified in doing so … I’m a
fair to middling weapons operator.’ As he
saw it, contractors who failed to exercise
restraint were a product of their (military)
‘background … all they want to do is kick
down the door and throw the grenade in
… you’ve been taught that all your life,
or for years of active service and you will
continue to do that’. He saw this as ‘a real
problem that companies struggled to keep
under control.’ Another U.S contractor
made a similar point and argued that the
CP team’s aim, was ‘not sticking around
but getting themselves and their people
out’. He framed this approach in terms of
his own military background, ‘I’m a [names
military branch] guy and my experience of
operations is that we sneak in and sneak
out. We don’t stand around and fight’.
A British contractor said ‘we had trouble
[in the company] with some people who
wanted to stay and fight … basically we just
run, running is our big thing!’ Ultimately, he
noted that while ‘companies wanted their
people protected, we are not the military,

you know we’re not gonna call in airstrikes
and that kind of thing’. As Campion argues:

there’s nothing wrong with
running. Elite soldiering isn’t
about being bulletproof, or
superhuman. It’s more often
about getting yourself and your
mates out alive, and knowing
when to stand and fight and
122
when to make yourself scarce
Fuelled in-part by the commercial
imperatives shaping contractor’s
competitive culture, and exacerbated by
deeply entrenched inter- and intra-military
rivalry, many in the sample criticised the
‘stay and fight mindset’ thought to arise
from particular military backgrounds.

8.2 Military Rank and
Attitude
Though less prevalent in discussion, the
question of former military rank was also
raised by a small number of respondents,
with one British contractor arguing that
‘rank should not crossover into the
security industry’. During a telephone
conversation another British contractor
bemoaned the difficulties of getting his
current company to accepts that he was
now educated to higher degree level,
and that placing him in a role suitable for
‘SNCO’s’ may not have been the most
appropriate way in which to recognise
his current skill set. Another contractor
argued that ‘whether or not they were
commissioned [in the military] or not
matters a lot’. He noted further that ‘every
single ex-commissioned [we’ve sent out
on the ground] has walked out [on us]
and ... failed’. The respondent’s concern
was with the abilities of these contractors,
‘I’ve used [them] in Somalia and places
like that, but good ones are few and
far between’. The main issue was one
of both self sufficiency in the field and
expectation about what the company can
provide where:

everyone should be able to be
given a passport and a wadge
of cash ... and work with that.
[Former] officers say ‘oh, we
have to check the contract to
make sure it looks after my
family’, which is fine but I say
‘get on that flight and we will
make it up as we go along. Look,
just get on the flight and we
will have a contact for you
as soon as you land’. Getting
[good] guys [with a commissioned
background] who can do the job
is pretty rare
He argued that contractors operating
independently might benefit from cultivating
a somewhat unremarkable, street-wise
character able to read and respond to their
social surroundings both appropriately
and with confidence. He went on to say
that ‘[our people] might be described as
blaggers [those who can gain acceptance
through conversation or banter] in some
respect’. With the hint of a smile, he noted
further that ‘some of them are good for next
to nothing but they turn up to the job ready
to deliver. What you don’t need is people
who say “give me body armour, give me
this, give me that”’.
Aside from concerns around background
in regard to those best suited to work as
armed contractors in the PSD or CP role,
and the view recorded above that former
commissioned personnel may be ill-suited
to work in certain situations on the ground,
respondents also elaborated further upon
military rivalry alluded to above. One British
contractor was of the view that former SAS
‘will back their own up [and were] more
favourable to their people’. He argued that
‘they [shouldn’t] do that and, I know it is a
bit Hollywood … but you are there on the
ground with these people that you going
to fight and die with’. Alluding perhaps to
what some might read as a form of elitism,
another British contractor said:
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the biggest problem for me was
“the Regiment” [former SAS].
They are switched on, but in a
different way … in Iraq I was
driving through corridors of
death, scary stuff, but I didn’t
see many Regiment blokes
doing it. They ran the jobs from
somewhere else and won’t do
them [directly] because they
[were] SAS. There were egos
everywhere, and this brought
stress
A non-British contractor from a Special
Forces background said ‘I won’t have
just SF guys. You have too many Chiefs,
everyone is an expert and everyone has
to have their say like the old Chinese
Parliament’. Recognising the ways that
cabals based on former military identity
can undermine operational effectiveness,
he said ‘to counter this we break it up [and
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include] other guys from the green army,
the Paras [British Parachute Regiment],
the Marines [the British Royal Marines]
whatever’. Invoking a theme that has
appeared elsewhere in the report, he
argued that ultimately, ‘it is through the
correct management system that we can
get the best from our people’.

8.3 Adaptability:
Thinking on your Feet
One British contractor believed that ‘what
is needed, but what is often missing in [ex]
military, is adaptability’ presented as the
ability to ‘think on their feet’. Commented
on extensively by all of those working in the
CP training role (the entirety of whom were
also carrying out CP operations between
training courses), was discussion of the
many disjunctures between military skill
sets/attitude and the particular skill sets
required for ensuring the safety of the VIP
or Principal. A number of (former military)
argued that suitability to the commercial
sector was often undermined by military
experience through what training instructor

respondents referred to as ‘training scars,’
as we noted earlier in those who stayed
and fought. A majority view amongst
these respondents directly challenged the
assumption that former military personnel
were - by virtue of their background –
indubitably and unquestionably disposed
to excel in the armed CP role; said one
‘it’s easier to train someone who hasn’t
had military experience’. Though based
on a small directly observed sample, and
further supported by wider secondary data
within the context of the training instructors’
combined experiences in different
geographical locations and with diverse
(military) students, the author’s findings bear
this out. Thus, shortly after arrival at one of
the CP training facilities, I hear that a former
military student had won a ‘gallantry award’
during his time in the service.
Consequently, expectations around this
individual’s performance on the course are
heightened amongst fellow students and
instructors alike. Somewhat surprisingly
however, the student’s ability to think on
his feet appear limited in comparison to
his peers, especially when it comes to CP
foot drills, extrication of the client under
live-firing conditions, and accuracy in
using a weapon.123 He seems hesitant,
under-confident, and reactive rather than
proactive. He awaits commands when
scenarios arise, which in turn threaten his
security, that of his team, and crucially,
the Principal.124 In contrast, I am struck
by the learning capacity of a non military
student who seems to be something of a
‘natural’ in this particular role. Having never
handled weaponry prior to the course, he
rapidly masters live firing drills, foot drills,
and is better able to make quick decisions
under pressure. He demonstrates common
sense and his communication skills are also
better developed than his ex-military peer
as a consequence perhaps, of his long
term experience of working in the civilian
paramedic role. He quickly strikes up a
measured and professional rapport with
the Principal (unlike his former military peer)
that may prove to be central – ultimately –
to the former’s security since a functional
Principal/BG role should be built on trust,
above all else.

8.4 Contractors and the
Armed CP Role: Civilian
versus Military?
Trainers were highly receptive to the right
‘civilian’ who was open to learning, was
highly motivated and possessed valid,
transferable life skills, with one instructor
noting that ‘at the end of day it is all about
the individual’. Civilians hoping to work in
the CP role in ‘hostile conditions’ often took
a back-seat in the ex-military dominated
student cohorts and were particularly
conscientious and keen to prove that they
were ‘up to the job’. It seems that they
perceived themselves as inferior to former
military personnel or at least ‘outsiders’,
thereby demonstrating the wider allure
of soldiering to many without experience
of the armed forces. When coupled with
the ways in which military personnel are
deeply socialised into believing their own
superiority over those of the lesser civilian,
the latter had necessarily to work harder,
had nothing in the way of (military) laurels
on which to rest, and were attempting
to break into a world dominated by a
particular closely-knit group. To-date, welltrained civilians had performed competently
on operations and feedback from those
companies willing to hire them was positive.
Unlike the experiences of working with
former soldiers, trainers did not have to
encourage a wholesale re-learning of skill
sets practiced intensively in the military
over many years, and often drawn on
spontaneously in life or death situations,
for example when coming under enemy
fire.125 One trainer expressed particular
concern around former ‘Special Forces,
or government agency people [like the]
Secret Service. In his view, ‘these people
are in theory, intelligent, resourceful and
flexible in what they do’. However, the
potential downside of being intensively
trained ‘over 20 years or more’ means
that change ‘may be difficult’. He saw
this in terms of the ‘brainwashing that the
military does’ which also helps to explain
not only ‘why the military cannot adapt to
civilian life’ as he put it, but also that military
institutionalisation may prove a hindrance
to operate in the ‘constantly changing
commercial world’. He provided particular

examples invoking the tenacious U.S/British
binary, yet in the following example, neither
nationalities emerge as consummate in their
professionalism:

the weapons training in
the military is so fucking
regimented. It doesn’t allow
you to think, even in the case of
British military training. [Some
of it] is good, like the immediate
action [weapon’s drills] ...
but they don’t allow people
to assess the situation. The
American military is probably
the worst. It is so regimented ...
they take your brain away. They
are not allowed to strip their
weapons down to certain parts
because they just don’t trust
them

123 Though never having handled firearms before, the
presenter of the TV programme noted above mastered his
pistol swiftly, outshooting many of those on the course
with military backgrounds.
124 A student on this course discussed how many of her
colleagues who were either leaving the British army
voluntarily or being made redundant, were looking to a
new career ‘in private security’. This particular respondent
revealed the considerable time she had dedicated to
finding the training course that best suited her aspiration
to employment in CP, while other leavers she noted, ‘didn’t
seem to have a clue about contracting but just thought
they could walk into a job because it was a natural
progression [of their military career]’. She also recalled
that during the British armed forces CTW, civilian advisors
had ‘quickly sold working in private security to a lot of the
younger lads’, facilitated in no small way by the MoD’s
ELC scheme that could be used on ‘approved training
company’ courses. These training companies were
linked to others who provided security services out on
the ground, though jobs could not always be guaranteed
for those graduating from the CP/PSD training courses.
Those debating the cost effectiveness of contractors
might wish to consider that the taxpayer is paying three
times for those contractors with a military background in
these particular cases, first in respect of military training,
second for MoD provided ELC’s for transition to ‘civilian
life’ (although how far moving to private security can be
conceived of as a ‘transition’ is surely a moot point), and
finally for payment to the companies themselves in the
case of government contracts.
125 For a theoretical explanation of this phenomena, see Paul
Higate, (2012) ‘The Private Militarized Security Contractor
as Geocorporeal Actor’, International Political Sociology,
6: 355-372.

In his view, ‘this is no good for the industry’.
Though this instructor had positive
experiences of training those without a
military background, in the absence of
adequate preparation for work as an armed
contractor, a U.S respondent presents a
contrasting view where:

we were hauling people who
literally had no military
background who had never used
a weapon. You had to show them
how to hold a weapon and how to
wear body armour. They would
put it on backwards - you’d see
some of the guys trying - we
would be holding ourselves in
from laughing so much!
A British contractor had experience of
‘civilian doormen straight off the doors with
[only] 3 days training,’ and argued that
these men can quickly ‘become zombies
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9 Concluding Discussion
when put under pressure’. Duffy noted
that ‘the twenty men working on our team
all had extensive military experience and
had served in numerous conflicts and
operations worldwide’, though interestingly,
and in-line with previous comments, he
went on to say that ‘I don’t necessarily
mean that you needed to be ex- military to
work in Iraq, but serving in the army gives
you a set of base skills that are a good
starting point’. Further justifying the validity
of military experience, he argued that:

anyone who has served in the
forces will know that, once your
weapon handling skills are up to
a good standard on one weapon
system, it becomes much easier
to learn different weapons
126
systems
An alternative view discussed further below,
was conveyed to the author via email from
a British contractor who argued that:

not every single guy in the
military especially [those in
the] infantry battalions have
been in ‘contact’ with an enemy.
Personally I would take a civilian
and train him/her and do it
well. They haven’t [developed]
bad habits and ... egos, with no
bullshit stories of taking the
Taliban or Al-Qaeda on single
handedly. Sound solid training by
experienced operators is the key

126 Duffy, Running the Gauntlet, p. 136.
127 The excerpts included here can be found at the following
URL: closeprotectionworld.com/close-protection-forum/
accessed 20th September 2012.
128 Bjork and Jones, ‘Overcoming the Dilemmas’, p. 782.
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The debates these questions raise are longrunning, and often heated. Those who firmly
believe that former military are the most
appropriate for the armed CP role express
concern at how civilians ‘will react under
contact’ within the context of the ways that the
military ‘gives people a professional attitude
and generally mental and physical toughness’.
As one forum127 contributor put it:

who do you want to take with
you to look after you if the
proverbial hits the fan? ... The
guy who has been drilled to bits
on weapon safety, handling and
marksmanship for a minimum
of four years, as well as having
to use those skills regularly in
contact situations or ... the guy
who’s first and last experience
with a weapon was the 5 days he
did on his CP course on a one way
range in eastern Europe?
The assumption by the particular author
of this post is that there does exist a clear
and unambiguous cross-over between the
appropriate response when under contact
in the military, and how one should respond
when working in a CP role. With some
weariness, training instructors pointed out
that the criteria for acceptance into the
industry is a minimum number of years’
military service. In effect ‘the industry’
is a ‘closed shop’ as one of the forum
contributors put it, and ‘companies are
really missing out on some talent because
there are civilians out there who could
be really good at the job’. And yet, as
indicated above, it remains the case that
‘many clients want ex military ... there is
a mystique about the military and what it
is they do ... [this] provides them with this
sense of illusion’. Another blogger writes:

I have guys with no military
training ... [they] were bloody
naturals and you could count

on them. It would be nice if
everyone could be assessed on a
case by case basis, but time and
the resources needed to do that
are not there
‘It’s not so much whether civilians should
actually be employed’ continued another
contributor, ‘but that a complete fixation
with ex-military may preclude the possibility
of recruiting a really good civilian’. In the
final analysis, it was argued on the forum
that:

there is a place for everyone,
but that might not be the same
place - people need to be honest
with themselves about their
skills, ability, what they bring
to the table ... and that goes for
civilians, ex-mob [military], explod [police] etc
A key point of the current report, and
developed further in the Concluding
Discussion below, is concern with how
far the problems associated with private
security - particularly in Iraq from late 2003
on - emanate from certain of its excessive
military-cultural dimensions where:

the manner in which private
security companies protect
their clients activities is
primarily based on military
philosophy. This gives rise to a
contradiction: the employees
working for private security
companies protecting their
reconstruction efforts [in
this particular case] base their
work on a military philosophy of
128
security provision

The findings detailed in this report provided a fleeting glimpse into the identity of
private military and security contractors working mainly in the armed CP role from
around mid 2003 in Iraq and to a degree, Afghanistan during recent years.
While they have highlighted problems of the
industry, it is important to note that much
professional practice, myriad examples of
restraint and approaches to security that
directly counter the national stereotypes
discussed above, go unreported and
unacknowledged. It is also important to
draw attention to some of the ways in
which the material has dated as the industry
can be said to have matured in specific
ways. For example, increasing proportions
of individuals from the global South (both
TCN and LN) now work in the industry,
part-consequence of which has been an
erosion of the high wages generated by
Western contractors during the so-called
Iraq Goldrush. State authorities in both Iraq
and Afghanistan have also influenced the
conduct of companies, as has the ICoC,
though little is known about the particular
impact of this key initiative on the ground.
In addition, the role of maritime security
has attracted increased attention while
concomitantly the activities of contractors
in Iraq and Afghanistan are considered less
newsworthy. However, while the industry is
in a constant state of change, it is likely that
numerous of the findings outlined above
remain current. Here, sometimes intense
rivalry around questions of professionalism
are almost certain to persist in today’s
industry, as are those questions raised of
the dynamic interplay between security
profile and the wider security climate.
The report was centred on contractor
identity, operationalised through the
sociological concept of identity work that
foregrounded the intersubjective generation
of sense of self in relation to those
known personally, or more commonly,
imagined others. The (invariably) ‘less than
competent’ practices of these others was
often explained by recourse to national
identity turning on the U.S/UK binary
where cowboys represented all that was
unprofessional as captured in the metaphor
of high profile. Drawing on a wide range

of primary and secondary data, the report
considered how contractors understood
security profile through focusing on the
relevance of driving and the significance
of appearance in respect of clothing,
equipment and bodily modification including
the use of steroids. Questions were raised
here about who or what kinds of men these
individuals wished to be that in turn, rested
on how they practiced and in implicit terms,
thought about security in their identity of,
and role as contractor.
Discussion then turned to how a number of
contractors reflected on the impact of these
varying presentations of self to local people
who had little choice but to host them in
their communities. What might it mean
to conduct security through intimidation
to war weary individuals? What were the
cumulative effects on the local population
of seeing weapons pointing out of the
windows of vehicles driven aggressively
through their neighbourhoods? Was it
possible to set about conducting security
work in a different way characterised
by a more discreet impact less likely to
exacerbate local tensions? How far were
approaches to security shaped by a fixed
mindset as some claimed, or rather did
contractors give little thought to alternative
practices on account of the criteria to
which they were subject as part of their
company’s contractual agreements? More
likely, the ways they set about security
work flowed from a complex amalgam of
interconnected factors, prime amongst
them was the very real risk of injury and
death; to outwit or outgun? Yet, based
on the illustrative and insightful memoir
of a former Blackwater employee,
we witnessed the extent to which an
aggressive high profile approach (albeit
justified on the grounds of survival), chimed
with key markers of masculinity grounded
in testosterone and power against the
backdrop of employer autonomy. If the label
of mercenary remains largely undefined at
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It is clear that the industry’s
contracting workforce
remains under-researched
and future work might
focus directly on the impact
of the ICoC on security
practices out on the ground
in regions other thAN Iraq
and Afghanistan, as well
as map more closely the
most recent evolutionary
characteristics of the
industry.

129 For an in-depth explanation of how this view might come
about, see Higate ‘Cowboys and Professionals’, pp.
130-131. I am also grateful to Steven Watson and Shaun
Gowland for their help in thinking about respondent views
in this particular way.
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the level of lay understanding save for its
association with aggression and negativity,
then it is perhaps unsurprising that it has
remained tenacious amongst a number of
stakeholders when the phenomena of the
‘hate truck’ for example, is canonized in
such ways.
The report then takes a step back through
a considered look at what it might mean to
conduct low profile operations. Employing
local nationals – while anathema to many
companies – nevertheless signalled one
aspect of this approach as did the centrality
of contingency where individuals may not
be geared up for a fight, but rather be
prepared to negotiate, be flexible, think on
their feet and be pro- rather than reactive.
Of course, it is important to note that such
approaches were made possible by the
presence of much demonised contractors
explicitly and visibly prepared for hostilities
since they may well have acted as magnets
for the diverse insurgent actor intent on
doing harm. Further elaborating the ways
that respondents accounted for differing
profiles or mindsets, the spotlight then
switched to the provocative question
of military background and its potential
tensions with armed CP work where
staying and fighting may prove operationally
dubious through undermining the security
of the Principal. Though undoubtedly
a minority view within the industry, the
question of how far a highly motivated, and
well trained individual devoid of a military
background might be more suitable for
the armed CP role than his armed force
counterpart was raised primarily amongst
respondents who combined a blend of both
training and operational experience.
In the eyes of the majority of the sample,
high profile approaches that were
conflated with the archetypal cowboy
and were seen to have their roots in ‘the
American way’, replete as this culture
was believed to be with an insidious gun
culture, Hollywood, the siege mentality,
and other largely derogatory reference
points. However, these perceptions
engaged ‘the American’ not so much
in a literal or malicious sense, but rather

as an idea, a concept or in sociological
terms, an ideal type that captured what
respondents saw as the limitations of
particular companies and their contracting
workforce.129 Given that the American
presence dwarfed all others in the Iraq and
Afghan theatres in regard to contractor
numbers, it is perhaps unsurprising that
their transgressions should fall under the
critical spotlight. When combined with a
sample that was comprised in the main
of British respondents, the dominance of
this view can be further accounted for, and
somewhat unsurprisingly the critical focus
was turned by the British on others rather
than closer to home.
In conclusion then, rather than revealing
two-dimensional, stateless individuals
driven by greed, self-interest and a
moral deficit captured in the label of
mercenary, findings discussed above
signal complexity in contractor security
subjectivities that point to the flourishing
of a professional conscience expressed
symbolically and materially through the
low profile approach. Howsoever the label
mercenary is defined, locating analysis
within the process of identity work reveals
the importance of ‘othering’ as well as
strong views about who, or what might be
deemed professional in the world of the
contractor. Yet, while this may be the case,
contractors are primarily political actors
insofar as they can be seen as vectors of
particular (controversial) forms of privatised
power played-out on the ground, often
for reasons of self and company gain
notwithstanding the significant number
of governmental contracts that point to
the meshing of foreign policy with private
company interests. Finally, it should also be
noted that the findings documented in this
report, while derived from in-depth, rigorous
methods nonetheless remain somewhat
provisional based as they are on a relatively
small sample of mainly self-selecting
contractors.
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